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1. Introduction

VMware vCloud® Air Network™ service providers with the VMware Hybrid Cloud Powered Services badge provide their enterprise customers with a true hybrid cloud experience—full compatibility for their existing virtual applications running on an internal VMware vSphere® environment using the same set of tools to manage their internal and cloud virtual data centers.

The service provider must be validated by VMware to verify that their public cloud fulfills the following hybrid requirements:

- Cloud service is built on vSphere and VMware vCloud Director®
- VMware vCloud user API is exposed to cloud tenants
- Cloud supports Open Virtualization Format (OVF) for bidirectional workload movement

This document provides guidance on how to design vSphere and vCloud Director and other supporting technologies to enable any service provider to obtain the VMware Hybrid Cloud Powered Service badge.
2. Technology Mapping

To build a hybrid cloud, a prescriptive set of technologies must be used to secure required compatibility and mobility of workloads with standardized API access.

vSphere together with VMware NSX™ is the basis for the underlying compute and networking virtualization platform, which can use any compatible physical resources (servers, storage, network switches, and routers).

vCloud Director is used for the cloud management plane. It natively supports, pools, and further abstracts the virtualization platform in terms of virtual data centers. It provides multi-tenancy features and self-service access for tenants through a native graphical user interface, or through the vCloud API, which allows programmable access both for the tenants (for consumption) and for the provider (cloud management). The vCloud API also provides the framework for extension services which enable service providers to add additional services onto existing or new API objects. The vCloud API allows service providers to differentiate from others and to build their own or use a third-party user interface. The user side of vCloud API that is exposed to the tenants allows usage of the same VMware or third-party tools for management.

VMware vCloud Usage Meter collects consumption data of various VMware software components in order to provide per-usage licensing of VMware Service Provider Program (VSPP) bundles.

Additional VMware components can be optionally used for operations and business support systems integration:

- VMware vCloud Connector® for simplifying virtual machine, template, and ISO image migrations to and from the public cloud for customers as well as for the provider (public catalog management).
- VMware vCenter™ Chargeback™ for metering and usage reporting. The vCenter Chargeback API integrates with existing billing services.
- VMware vRealize™ Operations Manager™ for performance and capacity monitoring and analysis.
- VMware vRealize Hyperic® for monitoring services of management components.
- VMware vRealize Log Insight™ for centralized log management and analytics.
- VMware vRealize Orchestrator™ for extension services or for automation recurring tasks (tenant onboarding and lifecycle).
- VMware Site Recover Manager™ for disaster recovery protection of cloud management components.

VMware Virtual SAN™ can optionally extend platform virtualization services as a hypervisor-converged, scale out alternative to traditional SAN or NAS storage systems.

2.1 Glossary of Terms

Table 1. Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allocation Pool</td>
<td>A pool of allocated resources for which a certain percentage of compute resources is guaranteed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability Zone</td>
<td>Single failure domain of resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalog</td>
<td>A repository of vApp templates and media available to users for deployment. Catalogs can be published and shared between organizations in the same vCloud environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dedicated Cloud</td>
<td>Cloud resources dedicated to one tenant on dedicated physical infrastructure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge Gateway</td>
<td>Virtual appliances that provide network edge security. Edge gateways connect the isolated, private networks of cloud tenants to the public side of the provider network through services such as routing, firewall, NAT, DNS relay, DHCP, site-to-site IPsec VPN, and load balancing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Networks</td>
<td>External networks provide internet connectivity to organization networks and are backed by port groups configured for Internet accessibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Cluster</td>
<td>Physical and virtual resources dedicated for management purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Pools</td>
<td>Collections of isolated Layer 2 virtual networks available to vCloud Director for the automated deployment of organization and vApp networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-Demand Cloud</td>
<td>Cloud resources that are committed to tenant and billed only when used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>The unit of multitenancy representing a single logical security boundary. An organization contains users, virtual data centers and catalogs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization Administrator</td>
<td>Administrator for a vCloud Director organization responsible for managing provided resources, network services, users, and vApp policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization VDC Networks</td>
<td>Organization VDC networks are instantiated through network pools and bound to a single organization VDC or shared across Organization. Organization VDC networks can be isolated, routed, or directly connected to an external network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization Virtual Data Center</td>
<td>A subgrouping of compute, network, and storage resources allocated from a provider virtual data center and assigned to a single organization. A virtual data center is a deployment environment where vApps can be instantiated, deployed, and powered on. Organization virtual data centers cannot span multiple organizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay-As-You-Go</td>
<td>Provides the illusion of an unlimited resource pool. Resources are committed only when vApps are created in the organization virtual data center.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider Virtual Data Center</td>
<td>A grouping of compute and storage resources from a single VMware vCenter Server™. A provider virtual data center consists of one or more resource pools and one or more datastores. Provider virtual data center resources can be shared with multiple organizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservation Pool</td>
<td>The compute resources allocated to the organization virtual data center are completely reserved and dedicated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource Group</td>
<td>Compute, storage and networks for tenant workloads managed by one vCenter Server.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vApp</td>
<td>Container for software solution in the cloud. A vApp is the standard unit of deployment for vCloud Director. It contains one or more virtual machines, networks, and network services, has power-on operations, and can be imported or exported.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vApp Edge</td>
<td>Virtual router instantiated inside a vApp to provide routing, NAT, firewalling and DHCP services for vApp networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vApp Network</td>
<td>A network which connects virtual machines within a vApp, deployed by a consumer from a network pool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vCenter Chargeback</td>
<td>A metering and cost calculation solution that enables accurate cost measurement, configuration, analysis, and reporting for virtualized environments. vCenter Chargeback provides the ability to map IT costs to business units or external customers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vCloud API</td>
<td>An open, RESTful API for providing and consuming virtual resources from the cloud. It enables deployment and management of virtualized workloads in internal and external clouds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vCloud Director</td>
<td>A software solution providing the interface, automation, and management feature set to allow service providers to supply vSphere resources as a Web-based service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vCloud Director cell</td>
<td>A cell is runtime of vCloud Director services on a physical or virtual machine. Multiple cells within one vCloud Director instance can be grouped together connecting to one vCloud Director database for load balancing and high availability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Private Cloud</td>
<td>Cloud resources dedicated to one tenant within a shared infrastructure.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Deployment Model Considerations

3.1 Service Offerings

The actual deployment model depends on the particular service provider offering. This section discusses the most typical configurations and their deployment considerations.

Note It is possible to combine service offerings.

3.1.1 IaaS Single Availability Zone

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is defined as a service that provides compute, storage, and networking resources to end users as building blocks for deploying operating systems and applications (workloads).

The availability zone is generally defined as a location (data center) which, while offering an availability SLA (for example, 99.9 percent uptime) to customer workloads, is a single fault domain. Major outage of such a location will result in total disruption of the services running there.

The following figure represents a typical deployment model of the IaaS single availability zone offering.

Figure 1. Single Availability Zone

A single management cluster is running management components of the cloud (vCloud Director) as well as management components of resource groups (vCenter Server instances and supporting systems). Each resource group is represented by a vSphere environment consisting of multiple clusters managed by a single vCenter Server. There can be more than one resource group to scale beyond the limits of one vCenter Server, but they are all located within the same availability zone.

3.1.2 IaaS Multiple Availability Zones

With the multiple availability zone concept, end users can deploy their applications in a distributed model, so when one availability zone fails, the applications continue running. The end user is responsible for maintaining the application state between zones. The provider must have two sites (data centers) distant enough to decorrelate their probability of failure, but close enough to have them under the same cloud management. The provider must also secure disaster recovery of the cloud management components.
There are two options to design multiple availability zones, and they differ as to how resource group management components are deployed – in distributed or stretched configurations.

### 3.1.2.1. Distributed Resource Groups

With a distributed resource group, each set of resource groups is in an availability zone together with its management components, as shown in the following figure.

**Figure 2. Distributed Resource Groups**

Cloud management components are located in a primary site. In the event of a disaster or outage, the management components can be failed over to the secondary site to reduce downtime. Resource groups and their management components are isolated per availability zone with no failover. Downtime in an availability zone would mean complete downtime for the resource group, but not for the cloud management components.

**Advantages of this design:**

- Access to the cloud management components is provided even in the event of failure.
- With proper application design, the tenant can avoid application downtime.
- The service provider can offer a disaster recovery service.

### 3.1.2.2. Stretched Resource Group

This less frequently used design stretches a resource group across both availability zones, with some clusters in the first site and others in the second. Resource group management is located in the primary site with failover to the second site.

The main advantage of this design is that it is possible to stretch organization networks across both sites and achieve Layer 2 adjacency for customer workloads. Disadvantages are lack of scalability, the need of disaster recovery of resource group management components, and the possibility of logical corruption of the management components that can down both availability zones.
Note  None of these multisite designs requires stretched storage (storage metro cluster solution). However, stretched storage can be used for disaster recovery protection of the management layer. In such a case, distance between sites is limited by the supported round-trip latency of the storage network (usually 5–10 ms).

vCloud Director and its components support a maximum 20 ms of network round-trip latency between sites (approximately 1600 km).

3.1.3 IaaS Multiple Regions

Regions are completely isolated cloud instances with large distances between them. Tenants can place their workloads closer to the end users, and protect from a disaster that affects the whole region. The large distance means that tenant applications must keep state asynchronously.

vCloud Director does not provide native support for multiple instances (federation). Therefore, the provider must use its own or a third-party portal on top of vCloud Director.
3.1.4 IaaS with Disaster Recovery SLA

None of the previous deployment options provides guaranteed disaster recovery SLAs to tenant workloads. It is the responsibility of the tenant to secure application availability by means of application-level replication. However, legacy applications do not support replication of state at the application level and must rely on replication provided by the infrastructure.

When this is the case, the provider can leverage storage replication. In the case of loss of one availability zone, the provider can restore and power on all the workloads in another availability zone.

**Figure 5. DR with Storage Replication**

There are two options for designing disaster recovery with storage replication:

- Generic synchronous or asynchronous storage replication with manual or scripted failover to the other site. See *VMware vCloud Director Infrastructure Resiliency Case Study*¹ for more details.

- Storage solution that supports vSphere Metro Storage Cluster with automated failover provided by vSphere HA. See *VMware vSphere Metro Storage Cluster Case Study*² for more details.

### 3.1.5 Consumption Models

Service providers can tailor their public cloud offering based on the customer’s desired consumption. The following models are available:

- On-demand cloud
- Virtual private network
- Dedicated cloud

---


3.1.5.1. On-Demand Cloud

The customer does not subscribe to cloud resources up front, and pays based only on consumption. This is usually beneficial for bursty or seasonal workloads, which scale up and down in time. The customer consumes the resources from a seemingly infinite pool that the provider must maintain. Predicting such demand might be challenging for the provider. Therefore, the provider compensates by making such resources more expensive or more oversubscribed.

This offering directly maps to the organization virtual data center (Org VDC) pay-as-you-go allocation model.

3.1.5.2. Virtual Private Cloud

The customer buys a chunk of resources in terms of virtual private cloud (VPC) consisting of compute (CPU and memory), storage, and networking. Inside the VPC, they deploy workloads up to the total capacity of resources purchased. This consumption model is beneficial for steady workloads because the customer knows their needs and can commit to buying the resources for minimum period of time (usually at least a month).

The oversubscription of resources is managed by the provider and the customer has no control over it. The size of VPC can be arbitrary from as small as a portion of one host to as large as multiple vSphere clusters, thanks to the sharing of underlying physical and vSphere virtual infrastructure among different tenants.

This offering directly maps to the Org VDC Allocation Type allocation model.

3.1.5.3. Dedicated Cloud

In cases where the customer does not run workloads on the same physical infrastructure as other tenants, or because of licensing reasons, they can purchase a dedicated cloud. Multiple physical hosts (which form a vSphere cluster) are dedicated to the tenant, who has full control over oversubscription of workloads that are deployed in their dedicated cloud.

This offering directly maps to the Org VDC Reservation Type allocation model.
4. Architectural Overview

The typical public cloud architecture consists of management components that are deployed in the management cluster, and of resource groups for hosting the tenant workloads. Some of the reasons for the separation include:

- Different SLAs (availability, recoverability, performance) for management components and for tenant workloads
- Separation of duties (resource groups are managed by vCloud Director)
- Consistent management and scaling of resource groups

The management cluster runs the cloud management components and resource group management components.

Figure 6. Management Cluster Components

Resource groups are independent infrastructure domains represented by virtualized compute, networking, and storage each managed by its own vCenter Server.
5. **Cloud Management Components**

5.1 **Management vCenter Server**

In all but small environments, VMware recommends that the management cluster be managed by its own vCenter Server. This allows disaster recovery protection with Site Recovery Manager and further enhances the separation of resource groups. The use of dedicated storage (for example VMware Virtual SAN) means that resource groups do not affect the storage performance of management components.

5.2 **vCloud Director**

5.2.1 **vCloud Director Cells**

vCloud Director functionality is provided by stateless cells—Linux (Red Hat Enterprise Linux or CentOS) machines with the vCloud Director binaries. Each cell contains a set of services such as transfer service, console proxy, vCenter listener, and others. Each cell requires at least two IP addresses—one primary for the vCloud Director user interface or API, and another secondary for VMware remote console proxy because both run on port TCP 443. The cells communicate with each other through an ActiveMQ message bus on the primary interface. They also share a common vCloud Director database where the cells persist configuration and state data. The transfer service requires that all cells have access to a common shared folder—usually an NFS mount.

The following are vCloud Director cell design considerations:

- Deploy at least \(N+1\) cells where \(N\) is number of resource groups or \(n/3000+1\) where \(n\) is the expected number of powered-on VMs (use the larger of the two).
- To avoid a split-brain scenario, verify that the cells can communicate with each other through the message bus on the primary network interface.
- vCloud Director starts vCenter Server proxy (listener) for each connected vCenter Server. Distribute the vCenter Server proxy among the cells so none is running more than one proxy. This can be done manually by triggering reconnection of the vCenter Server. For the reconnected vCenter Server, a new vCenter Server proxy is started on the least utilized vCloud Director cell.
- Use the same consoleproxy certificate on all cells.
- It is possible to steer the load-balanced traffic to a specific cell. However, the cells are not site-aware and the tasks are randomly distributed among them. VMware recommends keeping the cells on one site with their database and transfer share and recovering them together in case of disaster recovery.
- Use a Web application firewall to terminate vCloud HTTPs traffic at the load balancer and to apply Layer 7 firewall rules. You can filter based on URL, source IP, or authentication header to protect access to certain organizations or API calls (provider scope). The traffic between the load balancer and cells must be HTTPs-encrypted as well.

Enable X-Forwarded-For HTTP header insertion on the load balancer to track the source IP of requests in vCloud Director logs.

The VMware remote console proxy traffic cannot be terminated at the load balancer and must be passed through to the cells because it is a proprietary socket SSL connection.

- The sticky sessions on the load balancer are recommended (for performance reasons), but not required, because the session state is cached at the cell level and also stored in the vCloud database.
- Use round-robin or least-connection load-balancing algorithm to share the load.
Use the following load balancer health checks for the cell pool:

http://<cell_HTTP_IP>/api/server_status (expected response is “Service is up”).
https://<cell_consoleproxy_IP>/sdk/vimServiceVersions.xml or a simple TCP 443 check.

After installing the first vCloud Director cell, back up certificates and the $VCLOUD_HOME/etc/responses.properties file, which contains all necessary information to deploy new or additional cells (for example, database password).

Verify that cell transfer share is accessible for all cells and that the Linux vCloud user has write permissions. The size of the transfer share must be large enough to store all concurrent OVF or ISO imports/exports or migrations between resource groups (for example 10 concurrent 50 GB transfers require up to 500 GB of transfer share capacity).

Redirect vCloud Director logs to an external syslog by editing the $VCLOUD_HOME/etc/log4j.properties file.

For large environments increase the JVM heap size, database connection pool, and jetty connection in $VCLOUD_HOME/bin/vmware-vcd-cell. See the following table.

Table 2. vCloud Director Cell Advanced Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advanced Option Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Default Value</th>
<th>Recommended Value for large environments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JVM Heap Size</td>
<td>$VCLOUD_HOME/bin/vmware-vcd-cell</td>
<td>JAVA_OPTS:--Xms1536M -Xmx2048M -XX:MaxPermSize=768m</td>
<td>JAVA_OPTS:--Xms1536M -Xmx3072M -XX:MaxPermSize=768m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database.pool.maxActive</td>
<td>$VCLOUD_HOME/etc/global.properties</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vcloud.http.maxThreads</td>
<td>$VCLOUD_HOME/etc/global.properties</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vcloud.http.minThreads</td>
<td>$VCLOUD_HOME/etc/global.properties</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vcloud.http.acceptorThreads</td>
<td>$VCLOUD_HOME/etc/global.properties</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2.2 vCloud Director Database

The following are vCloud Director database design considerations:

- Beginning with vCloud Director 5.6, both Microsoft SQL and Oracle database servers are supported with following high availability options. See the VMware Knowledge Base article Supported high availability options for the vCloud Director database (2037802) (http://kb.vmware.com/kb/2037802).
  
  Oracle RAC
  Microsoft SQL Failover Cluster

  **Note** Microsoft SQL AlwaysOn Availability Groups is not supported and VMware recommends going through the RPQ process so that VMware can validate the design on a case-by-case basis.

- Follow the recommended practices on configuration of the vCloud Director database as specified in the VMware Knowledge Base article, Installing and configuring a vCloud Director 5.1 or 5.5 database (2034540) (http://kb.vmware.com/kb/2034540).

- Colocate the vCloud Director database with vCloud Director cells on the same site to minimize network latency.

5.3 VM Metric Database

Beginning with vCloud Director 5.6, virtual machine performance and resource consumption metrics are collected and historical data is provided for up to two weeks.

**Table 3. Virtual Machine Performance and Resource Consumption Metrics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cpu.usage.average</td>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Host view of average actively used CPU as a percentage of total available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cpu.usagemhz.average</td>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>Megahertz</td>
<td>Host view of actively used CPU as a raw measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cpu.usage.maximum</td>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Host view of maximum actively used CPU as a percentage of total available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mem.usage.average</td>
<td>Absolute</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Usage as percentage of total configured or available memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disk.provisioned.latest</td>
<td>Absolute</td>
<td>Kilobytes</td>
<td>Storage space potentially used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disk.used.latest</td>
<td>Absolute</td>
<td>Kilobytes</td>
<td>Storage space actually used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disk.read.average</td>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>Kilobytes per second</td>
<td>Read rate aggregated across all datastores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disk.write.average</td>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>Kilobytes per second</td>
<td>Write rate aggregated across all datastores</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Retrieval of both current and historical metrics is available through vCloud API. The current metrics are directly retrieved from vCenter Server database with Performance Manager API. The historical metrics are collected every 5 minutes (with 20 seconds granularity) by the StatsFeeder process running on the
cells and pushed to persistent storage—Cassandra NoSQL database cluster with KairosDB database schema and API.

The following figure depicts the recommended VM metric database design. Multiple Cassandra nodes are deployed in the same network. A KairosDB database runs on each node, which also provides an API endpoint for vCloud cells to store and retrieve data. For high availability, load balance all KairosDB instances behind a single virtual IP address that is configured by the cell management tool as the VM metric endpoint.

**Figure 7. VM Metric Database Design**
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The following are VM metric database design considerations:

- Currently only KairosDB 0.9.1 and Cassandra 1.2.x/2.0.x are supported.
- Minimum cluster size is three nodes (number of nodes must be equal or greater than the replication factor). Use the scale-out rather than scale-up approach because Cassandra performance scales linearly with the number of nodes.
- Estimate I/O requirements based on expected number of VMs, and size the Cassandra cluster and its storage properly.
  
  
  \[
  \begin{align*}
  n & \quad \text{Expected number of VMs} \\
  m & \quad \text{Number of metrics per VM (currently 8)} \\
  t & \quad \text{Retention (days)} \\
  r & \quad \text{Replication factor}
  \end{align*}
  \]

  
  \[
  \text{Write I/O per second} = \frac{n \times m \times r}{10}
  \]

  
  \[
  \text{Storage} = n \times m \times t \times r \times 114 \text{ kB}
  \]

  For 30,000 VMs, the I/O estimate is 72,000 write IOPS and 3,288 GB of storage (worst-case scenario if data retention is 6 weeks and the replication factor is 3).
  
  - Enable Leveled Compaction Strategy (LCS) on the Cassandra cluster to improve read performance.
  - Install JNA (Java Native Access) version 3.2.7 or later on each node because it can improve Cassandra memory usage (no JVM swapping).
  - For heavy read utilization (many tenants collecting performance statistics) and availability, VMware recommends increasing the replication factor to 3.
  - Recommended size of one Cassandra node: 8 vCPUs (more CPU improves write performance), 16 GB RAM (more memory improves read performance), and 2 TB storage (each backed by separate LUNs/disks with high IOPS performance).
KairosDB does not enforce data retention policy. Therefore, old metric data must be regularly cleared with a script.

The following example deletes one month's data:

```bash
#!/bin/sh
if [ "$#" -ne 4 ]; then
    echo "$0 <kairosdbvip> port month year"
    exit
fi
let DAYS=$(( $(date -ud 'now' +%s) - $(date -ud "$3-$4 00:00:00" +%s) )/60/60/24 ))
if [[ $DAYS -lt 42 ]]; then
    echo "Date to delete is in not before 6 weeks"
    exit
fi
METRICS=`curl -s -k http://$1:$2/api/v1/metricnames -X GET|sed -e 's/\[{}]/"/g' | awk -v k="results" '{n=split($0,a,"\,"); for (i=1; i<=n; i++) print a[i]}'|tr -d '[:\n:]'|sed 's/results//g'|grep -w "cpu\|mem\|disk\|net\|sys" )
for var in "$METRICS["]"
for date in `seq 1 30`
do
    STARTDAY=$(($(date -d $3/$date/$4 +%s%N)/1000000))
    end=$(($(date + 1) - d $3/$end/$4 )) > /dev/null 2>&1
    if [ $? -eq 0 ]; then
        ENDDAY=$(($(date -d $3/$end/$4 +%s%N)/1000000))
        echo "Deleting $var from $3/$date/$4 to $3/$end/$4"
        echo '{
            "metrics": [
                {
                    "name": "$var",
                    "tags": {},
                    "cache_time": 0,
                    "end_absolute": "$ENDDAY"
                },
                {
                    "start_absolute": "$STARTDAY",
                    "end_absolute": "$ENDDAY"
                }
            ]
        }' > /tmp/metricsquery
        curl http://$1:$2/api/v1/datapoints/delete -X POST -d @/tmp/metricsquery
    fi
done
rm -f /tmp/metricsquery > /dev/null 2>&1
```

**Note** The space gains will not be seen until data compaction occurs and the delete marker column (tombstone) expires (by default 10 days). This can be changed by editing `gc_grace_seconds` in the `cassandra.yaml` configuration file.

- KairosDB v0.9.1 uses the Quorum consistency level both for reads and writes. Quorum is calculated as rounded down (replication factor + 1) / 2 and, for both reads and writes, the quorum number of replica nodes must be available. Data is assigned to nodes through a hash algorithm and every replica has equal importance. The following table provides guidance on replication factor and cluster size configurations.

### Table 4. Cassandra Configuration Guidance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repl. Factor</th>
<th>Cluster Size</th>
<th>Node Amount of Data</th>
<th>Quorum</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Does not tolerate any node loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Does not tolerate any node loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repl. Factor</th>
<th>Cluster Size</th>
<th>Node Amount of Data</th>
<th>Quorum</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Does not tolerate any node loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Does not tolerate any node loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Does not tolerate any node loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Does not tolerate any node loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tolerates loss of one node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tolerates loss of one node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tolerates loss of one node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tolerates loss of one node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tolerates loss of one node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tolerates loss of two nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tolerates loss of two nodes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 **Pivotal RabbitMQ**

vCloud Director functionality can be extended in two different ways:

- vCloud Director and the vCloud API include a framework for integration of extensions services that a vCloud API client can access as though they were native services. In addition to service-specific objects or operations they provide, extension services can implement new operations for existing API objects.

- vCloud messages provide the capability to connect vCloud Director with external systems by posting notifications or blocking task messages to AMQP-based enterprise messaging brokers.
Both options rely on an AMQP message broker, which must be installed. The AMQP service must be configured in vCloud Director. VMware recommends Pivotal RabbitMQ as the AMQP broker.

vCloud Director AMQP service (the publisher) sends messages to AMQP exchange which then routes them to specific queues based on a routing key. The external systems (the consumers, see VCD-nclient VMware Fling) connect to queues and listen to the messages.

**Figure 9. AMQP Messages Architecture**

The following are RabbitMQ design considerations:

- vCloud Director cells retry delivering messages to the AMQP broker until the configured timeout period is reached.
- vCloud System Administrator is informed by email when the connection to the AMQP server is lost.
- RabbitMQ broker can be clustered for high availability. All definitions (exchanges, bindings, users, and so on) are mirrored across the entire cluster. You can either use load-balanced RabbitMQ nodes (configure AMQP service in vCloud Director with the virtual IP of the load balancer), or each vCloud cell can have RabbitMQ service installed (point AMQP service to the localhost address).

Clustered RabbitMQ does not handle network partitions well. Therefore, deployment of nodes across sites is not recommended. Split-brain scenario will cause some messages not to be delivered properly. Monitoring for cluster state is essential.

- By default, queues reside only on the node where they were declared. For high availability, they must be mirrored across nodes with one master and multiple slaves—this is enabled through a policy. The messages published to the queue are replicated to all slaves. Consumers are connected to the master regardless of which node they attach to, with slaves dropping messages that have been acknowledged at the master.
- The consumer subscribes to the same queue through all RabbitMQ brokers or by using a load-balanced broker and is able to retrieve messages in case of a node failure.

- While VMware still offers download of VMware vFabric® RabbitMQ, the Pivotal Web site offers the latest version. Pivotal provides RabbitMQ support as well.

- RabbitMQ scales up to thousands of messages per second, which is much more than vCloud Director is able to publish. Therefore, there is no need to load balance RabbitMQ nodes for performance reasons.

- RabbitMQ can use SSL both for communication with vCloud Director and the consumers. This should be enabled when such communication goes over unsecured networks.

- In some rare cases, tenants might need to access organization-specific vCloud messages to connect their own orchestration tools. While this scenario is more likely to be used in dedicated cloud environments, it is possible to accommodate such a request with the RabbitMQ Shovel plug-in. The provider will deploy the tenant's own instance of RabbitMQ and the provider RabbitMQ will proxy a subset of vCloud messages to the tenant instance.

- The Shovel plug-in can be also used for aggregation of messages from multiple vCloud Director instances into one RabbitMQ receiver. This might be useful in multi-region set-up where the federation portal consumes messages from a central aggregated RabbitMQ instance.

**Figure 10. Multi-region RabbitMQ Example**
An example of a highly available RabbitMQ design is shown in the following figure. RabbitMQ is co-installed with vCloud Director on each cell virtual machine in a clustered configuration and queue mirroring is enabled. The AMQP Service in vCloud Director points the AMQP host to a localhost URL. The consumer (for example vRealize Orchestrator) establishes a subscription with each node. No load balancer is needed.

Figure 11. RabbitMQ Design Example

5.5 Chargeback Manager

VMware vCenter Chargeback Manager™ provides the metering capability to enable cost transparency. In service provider environments, it is typically used to meter tenant usage of the resources and to provide raw data to the existing billing systems.

vCenter Chargeback connects to the resource group vCenter database and retrieves usage data every 30 minutes. The integration with vCloud Director is handled through two additional data collectors, which collect data in 5-minute intervals:

- The vCloud data collector connects to the vCloud Director through the vCloud API to collect resource usage data for each organization. Hierarchies for each organization are generated automatically by vCenter Chargeback.

- The vShield data collector talks to VMware vCloud Networking and Security™ or NSX Manager and gathers information on network resources used by vCloud tenants.

The resources described in the following table can be metered.

Table 5. vCenter Chargeback Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Chargeback Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| CPU      | • CPU usage/allocated (GHz)  
           | vCPU (count)         |
| Memory   | • Memory usage/allocated (GB) |
| Network  | • Count of networks  
           | • Network services (DHCP, static routing, firewailing, NAT, IPSec, VPN, load balancing, edge gateway scale and availability)  
           | • External network I/O traffic (transmit/receive, GB/hour) |
Billing policies define the amount of chargeable computing resources units to be considered. Pricing models consist of resource rates and billing policies. Reports provide cost or usage of particular hierarchy entity during timeframe based on given pricing.

The following are vCenter Chargeback design considerations:

- One vCenter Chargeback data collector can connect up to 5 vCenter Server instances and collect information from up to 15,000 VMs. One vCenter Chargeback instance can connect up to 10 vCenter instances and collect information from 5,000 hierarchies and 35,000 VMs. vCenter statistics collection level might be raised up to level 3 in certain charging scenarios (disk read/write, network transmit) with a retention of at least 30 minutes. The interval vCenter Chargeback collector retrieves data from the vCenter database.

- vCenter Chargeback data collectors can be installed on multiple servers for increased scalability. Deploy at least two of each kind for high availability.

- Metered data is persisted in the vCenter Chargeback database with regular rollup jobs. Data retention with 5 minute granularity is available only for the past 24 hours. It is then rolled up to 1 day averages, which are retained forever.

- MS SQL or Oracle can be used for the vCenter Chargeback database. A sizing tool is available³.

- Chargeback server nodes can be load balanced by a built-in load balancer. An external load balancer is not supported. For high availability, deploy the load balancer separately to one vCPU VM protected by VMware vSphere Fault Tolerance.

- Data collectors can be deployed externally or embedded on Chargeback server nodes. Load is evenly distributed among them.

- The tenants are typically not provided with the ability to directly view cost and usage reports.

- vCenter Chargeback integrates with Active Directory-based LDAP but the vCenter Chargeback Super User role can be assigned only to a local user. vCenter Chargeback uses resource-based authorization. Therefore, before an LDAP user can access a given vCenter Chargeback hierarchy, they must be assigned to it by Super User.

- Reports can be scheduled through a REST-like API and exported to a billing system in XML format.

- An SDK is available⁴.


⁴ [https://www.vmware.com/pdf/cbm_api_prog_guide_2_5_0.pdf](https://www.vmware.com/pdf/cbm_api_prog_guide_2_5_0.pdf)
vRealize Orchestrator plug-in is available at https://communities.vmware.com/docs/DOC-29977

vCenter Chargeback has only limited support for vCloud Director 8.0.

5.6 vRealize Orchestrator

vRealize Orchestrator provides service orchestration. It can automate tasks across VMware products, leveraging vCloud API, VIM API, vCloud Networking and Security / VMware NSX APIs or vCenter Chargeback API. Using generic plug-ins (SSH, SOAP, HTTP REST, SQL, PowerShell, Active Directory) or third-party specific plug-ins, it can orchestrate other systems as well. vRealize Orchestrator provides a large library of workflows and actions in its base configuration, and its library grows with each newly installed plug-in. Powerful workflows can be built with little or no knowledge of an API.

vRealize Orchestrator can have two distinct roles in vCloud Director environments.

- It can act as an extension that is subscribed to RabbitMQ and consumes vCloud Director messages. In this role, vRealize Orchestrator extends vCloud Director by providing additional services (backup, additional controls, CMDB integration, and so on).
- It acts as an orchestrator for common onboarding or tenant lifecycle tasks. The tasks are triggered by an external portal (VMware vRealize Automation Advanced Service Designer, or through the vRealize Orchestrator REST API). By utilizing plug-ins, the tenant service can be configured end-to-end.

The following are vRealize Orchestrator design considerations:

- vRealize Orchestrator can be installed on Windows OS or supplied as a virtual appliance.
- vRealize Orchestrator requires a database. The following databases are supported: MS SQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL, embedded database, or vCenter Server database (Windows version of vRealize Orchestrator only).
- An external database is highly recommended for large-scale deployments and for highly available configurations.
- In highly available cluster mode, multiple vRealize Orchestrator server nodes with identical server and plug-in configurations work together as a cluster and share one database. Only the active nodes respond to client requests and run workflows. All server nodes communicate with each other by exchanging heartbeats (by default every 5 seconds, with a 12 heartbeat threshold) through the database. If an active instance fails to send heartbeats, it is considered non-responsive and one of the inactive instances takes control to resume all of the workflows from the point at which they were interrupted. A network load balancer must be used to send the client requests to an active node.
- While it is possible to have more than one active node in a cluster, vRealize Orchestrator Client cannot be used due to concurrency issues. Default number of active nodes is one (recommended maximum of three).
- It is possible to scale out with independent vRealize Orchestrator instances that are each deployed for a specific task (for example, consuming dedicated AMQP queue).
- A multinode plug-in can be used to coordinate workflows between independent vRealize Orchestrator instances.
• The following are recommended external vRealize Orchestrator plug-ins:
  o vCloud Director 8.0.0
  o VMware NSX 1.0.2
  o Technical Preview of vCenter Chargeback Manager 2.0.0.3

• Scalability – A single vRealize Orchestrator instance supports up to 300 concurrent workflow instances in the running state, with 35,000 managed virtual machines in the inventory.

5.7 vRealize Operations Manager

The role of vRealize Operations Manager is to monitor performance and capacity of management cluster and resource groups as well as integrate with vCloud Director to provide useful provider centric metrics. Examples include provider VDC utilization, oversubscription, and organization VDC utilization.

The following management packs are recommended:
• MP for vCloud Director 3.0
• MP for VMware NSX for vSphere 2.0
• MP for vRealize Log Insight

5.8 vCloud Usage Meter

vCloud Usage Meter is a virtual appliance that collects usage data from vCenter Server and vCloud Director to provide data for VSPP licensing. It must have access to resource group vCenter Server instances and vCloud Director API.

5 https://communities.vmware.com/docs/DOC-29977
Figure 12. vCloud Usage Meter Workflow
6. Resource Groups

A resource group is a set of compute, networking, and storage resources dedicated to tenant workloads and managed by single vCenter Server / NSX Manager pair. vCloud Director manages the resources of all attached resource groups through API communication with vCenter Server and NSX Manager.

Provisioning resources in standardized groupings provides a consistent approach for scaling vCloud environments. A separate vCenter Server instance is recommended to manage resource groups for all except very small environments. If a single vCenter Server is used to manage both management components and resource groups, place all vCloud management components in a separate cluster.

The decision to create a new resource group instead of scaling out an existing resource group is based on:

- Fault zone domain separation
- Multisite requirements
- Scalability limits (both for virtual and physical components)
- vCloud Director object boundaries (provider VDCs or organization VDC networks cannot span vCenter domains)

6.1 Resource Group Management Components

The management components of resource groups are installed in the management cluster together with cloud management components or in their own management cluster in a multisite configuration (see Section 3.1.2.1, Distributed Resource Groups). The management components typically consist of vCenter Server, NSX Manager, and supporting systems (vCenter Server database, VMware vSphere Update Manager™, VMware vCenter Single Sign-On™, distributed syslog, AD, and so on).

6.2 Compute Resource

The compute resource is represented by a set of vSphere clusters with VMware vSphere High Availability and VMware vSphere Distributed Resource Scheduler™ (DRS) enabled. For details, refer to design considerations in the *Architecting a VMware vSphere Compute Platform for Service Providers* document.

The following are compute design considerations:

- When calculating the required compute capacity, account for virtualization overhead (VMkernel processes and virtual machine memory overhead) and resources needed for edge gateway virtual appliances, which are not charged against tenant consumption.
- VMware recommends not mixing CPU generations within the same service offering (provider VDC) because the customer might have a different performance experience due to vCloud Director allocating CPU based on clock rate in GHz.
- Selection of HA admission control policy depends on the required SLA. The only policy that guarantees restart of all workloads from a failed host is “Specify Failover Hosts.”
- The number of hyperthreaded physical cores dictates the maximum number of vCPUs that tenants can allocate to their virtual machines.
Due to security implications in multi-tenant environments, disable memory transparent page sharing. For more information, see the VMware Knowledge Base article *Additional Transparent Page Sharing Management capabilities in ESXi 5.5, 5.1, and 5.0 patches in Q4, 2014* (2091682).  

Oversubscribed physical memory can cause memory ballooning or hard drive swapping, which can affect other tenants. In the Reservation type allocation model, the tenant can oversubscribe their actual allocated VDC. Therefore, VMware recommends always using Reservation type allocation mode on tenant dedicated hardware.

### 6.3 Networking

vCloud Director creates and manages virtual networks and network services through an external component such as VMware vShield Manager™ or NSX Manager. vShield Manager is the management component of vCloud Networking and Security, which is no longer developed and will stop being supported in 2016.

VMware NSX for vSphere offers full backward compatibility and a seamless upgrade path for vCloud Networking and Security and adds the following functionality:

- Improved scaling (up to 10,000 logical networks)
- Hybrid and unicast VXLAN control plane modes, which simplify the physical underlay network configuration (no need for multicast PIM routing)
- Distributed logical routing for East-West connectivity
- OSPF and BGP dynamic routing protocol support
- VXLAN-to-VLAN bridging
- Advanced load balancing features (SSL offload, up to L7 application rules)
- SSL L2VPN
- Distributed firewall at the vNIC level

Beginning with vCloud Director 8.0, VMware NSX features are not available to tenants and only the provider can take advantage of them.

Supportability guidelines for using NSX features on top of vCloud Director include the following:

- In general, VMware recommends not altering networking objects created and managed by vCloud Director directly through NSX (for example, upgrading the NSX Edge™ gateway to v6). Make any configuration changes through vCloud Director.
- NSX Manager can be used to provision objects that are consumed only by vCloud Director. Examples include external routers (edges and DLRs) and external networks.
- NSX Manager can be used to alter VXLAN transport zone control plane mode from multicast to controller based (unicast or hybrid). However, every provider VDC reconfiguration that results in adding or removing a cluster will change the control plane mode back to multicast.
- Distributed firewall rules are transparent to vCloud Director. However, when applying them on Org VDC or vApp networks, use with the “applied to” option because of overlapping IP address spaces.

---

6 [http://kb.vmware.com/kb/2091682](http://kb.vmware.com/kb/2091682)
6.3.1 Transport Zones
A transport zone defines the scope of a VXLAN logical switch. It consists of one or more vSphere clusters. Transport zones can be created manually. However, vCloud Director automatically creates for each provider VDC one transport zone, which matches the clusters that are added to the provider VDC and associates it with a VXLAN network pool. When the organization VDC is created by the vCloud system administrator or from a VDC template, a network pool must be assigned—all organization VDC and vApp networks will span the transport zone scope.

Note The transport zone created by vCloud Director always uses VXLAN control plane mode multicast. It can, however, be changed manually to unicast/hybrid. Adding or removing a cluster to the provider VDC resets its transport zone back to multicast mode.

6.3.2 NSX Edge Cluster
VMware NSX overlay networks allow the creation of logical networks over an existing IP network fabric. This enables a highly-scalable network design using a leaf and spine architecture, where the boundary between Layer 2 and Layer 3 networks is at the rack level (leafs) and all communication between racks is Layer 3 only through a set of spine routers.

VMware NSX logical networks span across all racks. However, there is a need to connect virtual workloads from the logical networks to the outside physical world (WAN, Internet, co-located physical servers, and so on). These networks are represented by a set of VLANs, and because there is no stretching of Layer 2 across the racks, they cannot be trunked everywhere. They are connected only to one (or two for redundancy) racks, and become the NSX Edge cluster.

The purpose of the NSX Edge cluster is to host virtual routers—edge service gateways that provide the connectivity between the physical world (VLANs) and virtual world (VXLAN logical switches). This does not mean that every NSX Edge gateway needs to be deployed there. If an NSX Edge gateway provides connectivity between two VXLAN logical switches, it can be deployed anywhere because logical switches span all clusters.

6.3.2.1. Design Option 1 – Traditional
In the traditional access/aggregation/core network architecture, the Layer 2 / Layer 3 boundary is at the aggregation switches. This means that all racks connected to the same set of aggregation switches have access to the same VLANs. There is no need for an edge cluster because the edge VM connecting the VLAN with VXLAN based networks can run on any rack. In vCloud Director, if the external networks (VLANs) are trunked to aggregation switches, edge placement is not a concern. The set of racks (clusters) connected to the same aggregation domain usually maps to a vCloud Director provider VDC. The transport zone is then identical to the aggregation domain. The drawback of this design is that provider VDCs cannot span multiple aggregation domains.
6.3.2.2. Design Option 2a – Combined Edge/Compute Cluster

When the leaf and spine network architecture is used, VLANs that back vCloud Director external networks are trunked only to the Edge/Compute cluster. The vCloud Director placement engine deploys edge VMs to a cluster based on VLAN connectivity. vCloud Director automatically places all edge gateways into the Edge/Compute cluster because it is the only cluster where the external connectivity (VLANs) exists. However, vCloud Director will also opportunistically place regular tenant VMs into this cluster (hence its name: Edge/Compute).
This design option has all the scale advantages of leaf and spine architecture. However, the drawback is the possibility of tenant workloads taking up limited space of the Edge/Compute cluster. There are two options to remediate this:

- vCloud Director edge gateways are always deployed by the vCloud system administrator. Prior to edge gateway deployment, the administrator can verify that there is enough capacity in the Edge/Compute cluster. If not, some tenant workloads can be migrated to another cluster. This must be done from within vCloud Director (Resource Pool / Migrate to option). Live migration is possible only if the Edge/Compute cluster shares the same VXLAN prepared VMware vSphere Distributed Switch™ (VDS) with the other clusters. This setup requires at least four network uplinks on the Edge/Compute cluster hosts (two uplinks for the edge VDS with external VLANs and two uplinks for the VXLAN VDS that spans all clusters).

- Artificially limit the size of the Edge/Compute cluster so the placement engine does not choose it for regular tenant workloads. This can be achieved by leveraging the resource pool, which is created manually by the system administrator in the Edge/Compute cluster and attached to the provider VDC instead of the whole cluster. An artificial limit is set by the system administrator and is increased only when a new edge gateway needs to be deployed.

Both options unfortunately involve significant operational overhead.
6.3.2.3. Design Option 2b – Combined Edge/Compute Cluster with Non-Elastic VDC

Elastic Org VDC types (such as pay-as-you-go or allocation) can span multiple clusters. Consider the impact of a non-elastic VDC, such as a reservation pool.

In a non-elastic Org VDC, all tenant workloads are deployed into the primary provider VDC resource pool. Edge VMs can be deployed into secondary resource pools. If the Edge/Compute cluster is added as a secondary resource pool into a provider VDC, this design option can be used.

Figure 15. Leaf and Spine with Edge/Compute Cluster and Non-Elastic VDC

6.3.2.4. Design Option 3a – Dedicated Edge

This design option has a dedicated Edge cluster that is not managed by vCloud Director and introduces a new edge gateway type—provider edge. Provider edges are manually deployed by the service provider outside of vCloud Director into the Edge cluster. Provider edge external uplinks are connected to external VLAN-based networks, while internal interfaces are connected to a transit VXLAN logical switch spanning all Compute and Edge clusters (using manually created transport zone with all clusters). The transit networks are then consumed by vCloud Director as external networks.

The provider edges can provide all VMware NSX functionality (dynamic routing protocols on external uplinks, Layer 2 bridging, Layer 2 VPN, and so on). They can scale as additional vCloud Director external networks are added (the current maximum in vCloud Director 8.0 is 750 external networks). The edges deployed by vCloud Director then go into compute clusters because all their interfaces connect to VXLAN logical switches spanned everywhere in the provider VDC.
6.3.2.5. Design Option 3b – Dedicated Edge Cluster with ECMP Edges

In the previous design option, there was one provider edge in the Edge cluster for each transit vCloud Director external network to which Org VDC edge gateways are connected. That option works well for use cases where the provider edge is dedicated to single tenant, for example, providing VPN services or Layer 2 bridging. (In a Layer 2 bridging use case, the Org VDC edge gateway is not deployed and Org VDC networks connect directly to a tenant dedicated external network.)

To provide access to a shared service (for example, the Internet) where multiple Org VDC edge gateways of different tenants are connected to the same external network, all external network traffic must go through a single provider edge, which can become a bottleneck.

VMware NSX edge gateways can be deployed in an Equal Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) configuration where the bandwidth of up to 8 edges (8x10 GB = 80 GB throughput) can be aggregated. High availability of ECMP edges is achieved with a dynamic routing protocol (BGP or OSPF) configured with aggressive timing for short failover times (3 seconds) which will quickly remove failed paths from the routing tables.
The problem is that (as of vCloud Director 8.0), organization VDC edges are deployed in legacy (vShield / vCloud Networking and Security) mode and do not support ECMP routing or dynamic routing protocols. The following design works around this limitation by deploying a distributed logical router (DLR) between provider and organization VDC edges.

Figure 17. Leaf and Spine with Dedicated Edge Cluster and ECMP Edges

The previous figure shows two provider ECMP edges (can scale up to 8) with two physical VLAN connections each. These connections are to the upstream physical router and one internal interface to the transit edge logical switch. The DLR then connects the transit edge logical switch with the transit vCloud Director external network to which all tenant Org VDC edge gateways are connected. The DLR has ECMP routing enabled as well as OSPF or BGP dynamic routing peering with the provider edges. The DLR provides two (or more) equal paths to the upstream provider edges and chooses one based on a hashing algorithm of source and destination IP addresses of the routed packet.
The two shown Org VDC edge gateways (which can belong to two different tenants) then take advantage of all the bandwidth provided by the Edge cluster (indicated with the orange arrows).

The figure also depicts the DLR control VM. This is the protocol endpoint that peers with Provider Edges and learns and announces routes. Routes are then distributed to the VMware ESXi™ host VMkernel routing process by the VMware NSX Controller™ cluster (not shown in the figure). The failure of the DLR control VM has impact on routing information learned through OSPF/BGP protocols, even if the DLR is highly available in active standby configuration. This is due to the protocol aggressive timers (DLR control VM failover takes more than 3 seconds). Therefore, a static route is created on all ECMP provider edges for the transit vCloud Director external network subnet. That is enough for North-South routing, because Org VDC subnets are always behind the tenant Org VDC edge gateway that provides Network Address Translation (NAT). North-South routing is static because the Org VDC edge gateways are configured with a default gateway defined in the external network properties.

The other consideration is placement of a DLR control VM. If the VM fails together with one of ECMP Provider Edges, ESXi host VMkernel routes are not updated until DLR control VM functionality fails over to the passive instance. In the meantime, the route to the non-functioning provider edge is blackhole traffic. If there are enough hosts in the Edge cluster, deploy DLR control VMs with anti-affinity DRS rule to all ECMP edges. Most likely, there are not enough hosts, so deploy DLR control VMs to one of the compute clusters. The VMs are very small (512 MB, 1 vCPU). The cluster capacity impact is negligible.

### 6.3.3 Summary of Edge Cluster Deployment Options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Option</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Edge Cluster</td>
<td>Simplicity</td>
<td>VLANs trunked to all provider VDC hosts limit scale and extend network failure domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ideal for traditional networking architectures (three tier)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined Edge/Compute Cluster</td>
<td>Spine-leaf network architecture support</td>
<td>Administration overhead around capacity management of Edge/Compute cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scale</td>
<td>Four network uplinks (for two vDS switches) needed in order to be able live migrate workloads away from Edge/Compute cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deployment simplicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dedicated Edge Cluster</td>
<td>Spine-leaf network architecture support</td>
<td>Provider edge could become a bottleneck in large deployments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support for additional provider managed NSX features</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dedicated Edge Cluster with ECMP Edges</td>
<td>Spine-leaf network architecture support</td>
<td>Deployment complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Highly scalable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support for additional provider managed NSX features</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.3.4 NSX Controller Cluster

The NSX Controller cluster is the control plane component that is responsible for managing the switching and routing modules in the ESXi VMkernel. The following table shows which VMware NSX features require the NSX Controller cluster.

Table 7. NSX Controller Cluster Feature Requirement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NSX Feature</th>
<th>NSX Controller Cluster Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VXLAN Transport Control Plane</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicast</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unicast</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed firewall</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSX Edge service gateways</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed logical router</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VXLAN – VLAN bridging</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARP suppression</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For migration from vCloud Network and Security to VMware NSX, the NSX Controller cluster must be deployed before any of the advanced NSX features that require it are used.

The following are NSX Controller cluster design considerations:

- NSX Controller cluster consists of NSX Controller nodes, which are deployed by NSX Manager to the vSphere environment which the NSX Manager is paired with. Therefore, the NSX Controller is running in the resource group vSphere clusters.
- NSX Controller cluster consists of three nodes, which are virtual machines deployed by NSX Manager. An NSX Controller cluster with one VM can be used only for training and demo purposes. An even number of controllers is not supported because there must always be a quorum.
- For high availability purposes, each NSX Controller node should be placed on a different host. This can be achieved with a manually created anti-affinity DRS rule.
- The NSX Controller node VM must be connected to a standard or distributed port group. It cannot be connected to a VXLAN-based port group (logical switch).
- NSX Controller instances must have network connectivity to NSX Manager and ESXi management vmknics. They do not need to be deployed in the same Layer 2 subnet.

6.3.4.1. Design Option I – Edge Cluster

The recommended placement option is to deploy NSX Controller nodes to the Edge cluster (see Section 6.3.2.4, Design Option 3a – Dedicated Edge.) This separates the management component from tenant workloads running in compute clusters. The Edge cluster also has more VLAN connectivity options than Compute clusters. Due to the three-node NSX cluster requirement, VMware recommends having at least four ESXi nodes in the Edge cluster.
6.3.4.2. Design Option 2 – Compute Clusters

When a dedicated Edge cluster is not used, the NSX Controller nodes can be deployed into the compute clusters. The disadvantage is that this setup combines tenant workloads with the management components. For logical separation, resource pools should be used with specific limits and reservations to guarantee NSX Controller performance and allow vCloud Director compute capacity metering. Provider VDC is then mapped to the resource pool and not to the vSphere Cluster (see Section 7.1, Provider Virtual Data Centers).

Network connectivity must be VLAN-based with routing to NSX Manager and ESXi management vmknic. The ESXi management network is recommended.

6.3.4.3. Design Option 3 – Universal NSX Controller Cluster

VMware NSX version 6.2 supports combining multiple vCenter / VMware NSX domains under one management domain. While vCenter Server – NSX Manager coupling still exists, one NSX Manager is acting as primary. Only one universal NSX Controller cluster is deployed by the primary NSX Manager. Secondary NSX Manager instances do not deploy the NSX Controller cluster.

The management cluster NSX Manager acts as primary, and all resource group NSX Manager instances are secondary.

**Figure 18. Universal NSX Controller Cluster**

**Note**  As of October 2015 vCloud Director is not yet interoperable with NSX 6.2.
6.3.5 NSX Distributed Firewall and Logical Routing

While vCloud Director does not natively support NSX DFW and logical routing (DLR), the features can still be used on vCloud Director external and Org VDC networks if managed externally by the provider or through automation. The DLR enables provisioning of multiple routable networks beyond the 10 network limit of virtual machine-based routers. The distributed firewall can enforce firewall rules among the routable segments and provide private VLAN like behavior on Layer 2 networks.

A use case example is where shared services, such as monitoring, patching, or backup, are available on the service network for tenant workloads. The tenant connects workloads with a secondary network interface to a dedicated service network with routable access to shared services network. Because there is no need for NAT, this approach works with any monitoring or backup solutions.

The distributed logical router provides scalable routing, while distributed firewall combined with NSX SpoofGuard provides the necessary multitenant security enforcement at the tenant VM vNIC level.

**Figure 19. Shared Services with DFW and DLR**

Note NSX DFW automatically excludes all VMware NSX created virtual machines. It is not possible to create DFW rules that apply to edge gateways.

6.3.6 Other Network Services

The service provider can leverage additional VMware NSX capabilities outside of vCloud Director:

- Layer 2 VPN between the customer on-premises infrastructure and cloud virtual data center.

The service provider deploys the NSX Edge gateway on the Edge cluster and configurations a Layer 2 VPN server. The edge gateway is directly connected through a dedicated vCloud Director external network to the customer Org VDC. The tenant deploys a standalone NSX Edge in the on-premises vSphere infrastructure and configures it as a Layer 2 VPN client (see the *VMware NSX Administration Guide*).  

---

7 [http://pubs.vmware.com/NSX-61/index.jsp#com.vmware.nsx.admin.doc/GUID-C9E2B0E4-F1C1-44A7-B142-F814F801FA42.html](http://pubs.vmware.com/NSX-61/index.jsp#com.vmware.nsx.admin.doc/GUID-C9E2B0E4-F1C1-44A7-B142-F814F801FA42.html)
IPv6 static routing, dynamic routing protocols, or enhanced load balancing

The service provider can deploy an NSX Edge gateway for each tenant in the Edge cluster and configure advanced services manually. The tenant is directly connected to its NSX Edge through a dedicated vCloud Director external network.

**Note** vCloud Director IP Address Management (IPAM) through VM guest customizations does not support IPv6.

### Figure 20. Tenant NSX Edge

![Tenant NSX Edge Diagram]

#### 6.4 Storage

In a vCloud Director environment, users can self-provision vApps to virtual data centers that contain a pool of storage capacity. The physical storage details are abstracted from the user. Precise control of where vApps reside in the physical infrastructure is removed due to provisioning responsibility shifting to the end user. Datastore sizing is a balancing act between availability, recoverability, performance, and manageability requirements. When thin provisioning, fast provisioning, or snapshots are enabled, existing VM storage requirements can grow and create out-of-space datastore conditions. vCloud Director datastore yellow and red thresholds, vSphere alarms, and other storage monitoring tools should be leveraged.

##### 6.4.1 Storage Tiering

To handle the elasticity and scalability required for a vCloud implementation, a modular tiered storage approach is recommended. This involves designing for future growth while optimizing for performance. Storage differentiation for each service tier is determined, and then pools of tiered storage are presented to vCloud Director.

The following are storage tiering design considerations:

- VM storage policies must be enabled on every resource group vSphere cluster.
- User-defined storage tags (for example, bronze, silver, gold) are created and assigned to vSphere datastores. Each vSphere VM storage policy is mapped to corresponding tags with a set of rules. Upon synchronization, the storage policies can be assigned to provider VDCs in vCloud Director. In general, the universal storage profile * (any) should not be used. (If it is used, disable the local datastore.)
- vCloud Director references datastores by the vSphere storage policy names. They should not be renamed afterwards in vSphere.
- A single vCloud Director VM can span multiple datastores. For example, VM disk 1 can be on datastore A and VM disk 2 on datastore B, where datastores A and B belong to the same or a different storage policy. Placement of disks to different storage tiers is possible only through the
vCloud Director API. When fast provisioning is enabled at the Org VDC level, the VM cannot span multiple datastores.

- A single disk can be attached to only one VM at a time. For shared storage between VMs, in-guest IP storage can be used.
- Independent disks (available only through the vCloud Director API) can be easily moved between VMs.
- Storage policies can be used for placement of VMs to a subset of ESXi hosts due to licensing restrictions (Windows as opposed to Linux hosts). Storage policy of a particular type (for example Linux) is assigned to a datastore that is attached only to hosts licensed for Linux workloads.

### 6.4.2 Datastore Clusters

A datastore cluster is a collection of datastores with shared resources and a shared management interface. Datastore clusters are to datastores what vSphere clusters are to hosts. Datastore cluster is required to use VMware vSphere Storage DRS™ to load balance storage resources.

The following are datastore cluster design considerations:

- Ongoing space balancing on LUNs that are thinly provisioned by the storage array creates unusable white space. VMware vSphere Storage vMotion operation relocates VMs disk (VMDK) files at the vSphere layer. However, the storage array is not aware that the source LUN freed space can be reused. The deleted blocks must be reclaimed manually by running the `vmkfstools` command from the ESXi CLI prompt.
- A datastore cluster with Storage DRS can simplify datastore management and migrations with Storage DRS maintenance mode. It is, however, no longer possible to manage datastores at individual level (enable/disable, disk thresholds, or VMware vSphere Storage APIs – Array Integration for fast provisioning).
- All datastores in a datastore cluster must belong to the same storage policy.

### 6.4.3 Cloning and Copy Operations

When designing a datastore (LUN, NFS export, Virtual SAN), take into account layout and storage network considerations (especially bandwidth) with regard to expected cloning and copy operations:

- Importing or exporting templates to and from vCloud Director, or movement of VMs or ISO images between vCenter Server instances, always goes through vCloud Director. Cells transfer shared volume over the management network to the ESXi host’s management vmknic.
- Clone and copy operations between vSphere clusters that do not have common shared storage use the ESXi host management vmknic, or in the case of vSphere 6, vmknic with provisioning service enabled.
- ISO media is stored as a file on the catalog datastore. The media cannot be mounted to a VM that is running on a host that does not have access to the datastore.
- Virtual SAN datastore is accessible only by the vSphere cluster it belongs to.
- When using port binding, iSCSI traffic cannot be routed.
- vSphere 5.5 does not support IP storage over IPv6 networks
- When an elastic Org VDC is used, the provider can migrate running VMs from one cluster / resource pool to another. This operation, however, does not support enhanced vMotion compatibility and shared storage is required between clusters.
6.4.4 Virtual SAN

Virtual SAN is supported in vCloud Director and can be used as a storage tier for tenants through manually-created storage policies that relate to Virtual SAN capabilities.

The following are Virtual SAN design considerations:

- Virtual SAN datastore is an object that is tightly related to a single vSphere cluster. It cannot provide storage to different vSphere clusters.

- VMware does not recommend using Virtual SAN storage for catalogs. All catalog media images (ISO files) are uploaded by vCloud Director as file objects into a directory structure under a single folder. If the same Virtual SAN datastore is used as a storage policy for different catalogs, they all share one VM Home Namespace object with a maximum size of 256 GB.

- Third-party virtual storage appliances that consume Virtual SAN storage and provide NFS file services can be used to provide catalog across clusters with scale above 256 GB.
7. **vCloud Provider Design**

vCloud Director adds a layer of resource abstraction to facilitate multi-tenancy and provide interoperability between clouds built to the vCloud API standard.

- Physical compute, storage, and network resources are passed to the vSphere layer where resource pools, virtual switches, and storage policies are created.
- Resource pools and datastores are then passed up to vCloud Director and attached to provider virtual data centers.
- Pure virtual compute and storage resources are exposed to users through virtual data center constructs. Users consume pure virtual resources from virtual data centers through various allocation models.

**Figure 21. Physical, Virtual, and Cloud Abstraction Relationships**

For multi-tenancy, the following key constructs are introduced by vCloud Director.

**Table 8. Virtual Data Center Definitions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>The unit of multi-tenancy representing a single logical security boundary. An organization contains users and virtual data centers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider virtual data center</td>
<td>A grouping of compute and storage resources from a single vCenter Server. A provider virtual data center can be composed of one or more resource pools. It combines resource pools with one or more storage policies and can share resources to multiple organizations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Term Definition

**Organization virtual data center**
A sub-grouping of compute, memory, storage resources, networks and network routers, allocated from a provider virtual data center. A virtual data center is a deployment environment where vApps can be instantiated, deployed, and powered on. Virtual data centers cannot span multiple organizations.

---

7.1 **Provider Virtual Data Centers**

The virtual data center (VDC) is the standard container for a pool of compute, storage and network resources. There are two types of virtual data centers—provider and organization. Provider virtual data centers are assembled from resource pools and datastores represented by storage policies managed by a single resource group vCenter Server.

A provider VDC can span multiple resource pools (or dedicated clusters) and form elastic organization VDCs. However, this is supported only for pay-as-you-go Org VDCs and for Allocation Pool VDCs. Reservation pool VDCs are never elastic and are constrained by the size of the primary resource pool (cluster) of the provider VDC.

**Note**  The vCloud administrator must enable elastic allocation pool VDCs. This is a system-wide setting.

The following are provider virtual data center design considerations:

- Mixing organization VDC allocation types within the provider VDC is possible, but complicates capacity management, particularly when different allocation types have different performance SLAs.

- From a manageability perspective, VMware recommends backing the provider VDC with vSphere clusters. It is also possible to divide a cluster into multiple resource pools and assign these to different provider VDCs. In this case, manually set resource pool limits so vCloud Director understands the amount of resources each provider VDC can consume from the subdivided vSphere cluster.

- Each availability zone should have its own provider VDCs. This allows creation of site-specific Org VDCs.

- Dedicated Org VDCs should be created on top of a customer-dedicated cluster in a customer-dedicated provider VDC.

- Elastic provider VDCs allow seamless expansion (and possible migrations) for allocation and pay-as-you-go Org VDCs.

- A VXLAN network pool from which organization VDC and vApp networks are provisioned is created automatically with the creation of each provider VDC. Each VXLAN network pool is represented by VXLAN network scope spanning clusters that belong to a given provider VDC. An organization VDC can use any network pool (but only one).

- Host preparation does not push the vCloud agent to the ESXi host provided that no vCloud Director Network Isolation (VCDNI)-backed network pools are defined.
7.1.1 Placement Engine

When a virtual machine is created, the placement engine puts it in a provider virtual data center resource pool that best fits the requirements of the virtual machine. A subresource pool is created for this organization virtual data center under the provider virtual data center resource pool, and the virtual machine is placed under that subresource pool.

When the virtual machine powers on, the placement engine checks the provider virtual data center resource pool to confirm that it still can power on the virtual machine. If not, the placement engine moves the virtual machine to a provider VDC resource pool with sufficient resources to run the virtual machine. A subresource pool for the organization virtual datacenter is created if one does not already exist. If the movement requires transfer of virtual machine files, NFC protocol transfer over management network or provisioning network (vSphere 6) is used.

7.1.2 Tiers

A single provider virtual data center can provide various tiers of storage represented by storage policies, but only one tier of compute. The provider VDC can span multiple vSphere clusters (resource pools), however it is bound to a single vCenter Server.

Multiple provider VDCs are created for the following reasons:

- The cloud requires more compute capacity than a single vCenter Server can provide.
- Tiered compute is required. Each provider VDC maps to vSphere clusters with different characteristics (performance or SLA).
- Requirement for workloads to run on a physically separate infrastructure (availability zones).

7.2 Organizations

Organizations are the unit of multi-tenancy within vCloud Director and represent a single logical security boundary. A vCloud Director organization maps to an end customer. Organizations can use local vCloud Director accounts or direct LDAP integration (with optional SSPI), or can integrate with SAML2 or OAuth (vCloud Director version 8.0) with a compatible identity provider (AD FS, OpenAM, and so on).

An administrative organization is typically created to provide global catalogs and possibly other shared services (licensing servers, patching repositories, and so on).

vCloud Director system administrator access can be managed by using integrated LDAP authentication or by federation with vCenter Single Sign-On service, which allows seamless management integration between vCloud Director and vSphere objects. If vCenter Single Sign-On is federated, when trying to log in, the vCloud Director system administrator is redirected to the VMware vSphere Web Client for the authentication. Therefore, proper network connectivity is required for the administrators not only to vCloud Director but also to a particular vSphere Web Client.

7.2.1 User Management

The following are user management design considerations:

- Local vCloud Director accounts have limited password policy enforcement options.
- The user or organization administrator can change the user’s password only if it is a local vCloud Director account.
- Organization LDAP settings must be configured by the system administrator. vCloud Director cells must have network access to LDAP servers.
- Active Directory SSPI integration allows single sign-on for tenants who are already authenticated in the Active Directory domain.
• SAML 2.0 identity provider (IdP) can be configured by the organization administrator. The tenant can use its own IdP (Active Directory) without requiring network connectivity between vCloud Director cells and the IdP servers.

• OAuth 2.0 authentication allows user to authenticate with single token provided by an external identity provider. The service provider can revoke the right to configure OAuth from the organization administrator and manage it on their behalf for third-party portal integration or federation of multiple vCloud Director instances.

• User management rights can be revoked from the organization administrator, which might be useful if the provider manages accounts in a centralized identity provider and does not want to allow tenants create local accounts.

7.2.2 OAuth Authentication

vCloud Director 8.0 adds a new identity provider – OAuth. OAuth simplifies user access management especially in federated multi vCloud Director environments.

Typical workflow:
1. The system administrator enables vCloud Director organization for OAuth authentication
2. User access to the organization and roles are managed in central identity provider (for example LDAP).
3. A user who wants to access a given organization must first be authenticated by the central identity provider. The identity provider will issue a bearer OAuth2 token which gives access to the specific resource to anyone who has the token.
4. The OAuth token is a text string with three sections delimited by a dot (‘.’). The first part is JWS (JSON Web Signature) header, the second part is claims set, and the third part is the signature.
5. The claims set section must contain authz field which provides information to which organizations the user has access and under which role.
6. The user makes vCloud API call to vCloud Director passing the OAuth token in the Authorization header of the HTTP API request together with the vCloud Director organization name.
   Authorization = Bearer <Base64 encoded OAuth Token>;org=<organization name>
7. vCloud Director extracts the token and performs expiration and signature validation and retrieves the role information to set the users security context. A vCloud authorization token (x-vcloud-authorization) is issued, which can be used for subsequent API requests or for browser portal access if stored as a vcloud_session_id cookie.
8. If the user does not exist in the vCloud Director organization it is automatically imported.
9. The requested API call is performed in the proper user security context.

Note The API call does not need to be login session request (POST /api/sessions). It can be any API request. For example GET /api/session would return a session object containing the user name and URL link to the user’s organization object.

---
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## OAuth Token Claims

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claim</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jti</td>
<td>OAuth token id</td>
<td>A new session will be created if no session exists already associated with jti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sub</td>
<td>User ID of the user being logged in</td>
<td>Universal identifier for the subject of the token</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>email</td>
<td>User’s email</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uname</td>
<td>User name/UPN that the user logs in as</td>
<td>Unique, 1:1 with User ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cid</td>
<td>tenant/company/customer id that the user belongs to</td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tvr</td>
<td>OAuth token version</td>
<td>vCloud Director supports only 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iat</td>
<td>Token issuance time, in seconds</td>
<td>Token must be presented at or after this time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exp</td>
<td>Token expiration time in seconds</td>
<td>Token must be presented before this time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iss</td>
<td>Token issuer ID</td>
<td>Used to verify that the token is issued by the configured issuer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>authz</td>
<td>Represents the set of roles for each specific service instance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The authz section must have the following format:

```
"authz" : {
   "com_vmware_vchs_compute" : {
      "instances": {
         "34691574-7ccd-4fc1-b940-0bd2388bf3a5": {
            "roles" : [
               "Organization Administrator"
            ]
         },
         "48df38a4-aec8-4a34-b25a-b8f372bd8c33": {
            "roles" : [
               "Organization Administrator"
            ]
         }
      }
   }
```

Where 34691574-7ccd-4fc1-b940-0bd2388bf3a5 and 48df38a4-aec8-4a34-b25a-b8f372bd8c33 represent Organization IDs where the user will have Organization Administrator role access.
Note  The `com.vmware.vchs_compute` string is mandatory.

The following are OAuth authentication design considerations:

- While a vCloud Director organization can use multiple identity providers at the same time, an organization user can be associated with only single identity provider. For example, it is not possible for the same user to log in through OAuth and integrated LDAP authentication.

- The service provider can use OAuth authentication for federation of multiple vCloud Director instances with the central identity provider, while the tenant can still use SAML authentication to federate tenant users with their company Active Directory (with Active Directory Federation Services). The SAML users will not exist in the provider’s central identity directory.

- External tools that use vCloud API (such as vRealize Automation) and that rely on basic authentication will not work with OAuth authentication. To enable OAuth, the service provider must implement the following process:
  a. Interception of API authentication calls (POST /api/sessions and /api/login).
  b. Get the Authorization header. If it is not basic authentication, pass it to the vCloud API endpoint.
  c. If it is basic authentication parse and Base64, decode the header to get `<username>@<org>:<password>` values.
  d. Use the credential values to authenticate against provider’s central identity provider.
  e. Retrieve the OAuth token and replace the Authorization header of the original request with the Base64 encoded OAuth header (bearer `<OAuth-token>;org=<org>`).
  f. Forward the request to the vCloud API endpoint.

### 7.3 Organization Virtual Data Centers

An organization virtual data center is a subgrouping of compute, storage, and network resources allocated from a provider virtual data center and mapped to an organization. Organization virtual data centers are deployment environments where vApps can be instantiated, deployed, and powered on.

#### 7.3.1 Non-Elastic Allocation Pool VDC

The following are non-elastic allocation pool VDC design considerations:

- Same legacy behavior as in vCloud Director 1.5 or older.
- Allocation pool Org VDC is constrained by the size of primary resource pool (a cluster of provider VDC).
- Upon creation of non-elastic allocation pool Org VDC, a child resource pool is created with CPU and memory limits set to Org VDC allocation and reservations set to guaranteed percentage x allocated value.
- Tenant cannot over allocate memory.
- Tenant can over allocate vCPUs (CPU usage is limited by Org VDC CPU allocation).

#### 7.3.2 Elastic Allocation Pool VDC

The following are elastic allocation pool VDC design considerations:

- Allocation pool Org VDC can spread over multiple resource pools/clusters of the provider VDC.
- vCPU speed in GHz must be specified (default 1 GHz). This unit is used to calculate how many vCPUs it will be possible to deploy into Org VDC (`allocation (GHz) / vCPU speed (GHz)`).
• Tenant cannot over allocate memory or vCPUs.
• One vCPU is not limited by the defined speed of vCPU. Instead, vCPUs share all allocated GHz.

7.3.3 Pay-As-You-Go VDC

Pay-as-you-go VDC provides instant committed capacity on demand. Resources (vCPU, memory and storage) are committed only when virtual machines or vApps are instantiated within the VDC. The tenant is charged only based on the committed resources (CPU and memory for powered-on VMs, storage for deployed VMs).

Limits should be set on the maximum size of the VDC to prevent a sudden spike of resource usage of one customer which would prevent other tenants from deploying new VMs.

7.3.4 Reservation Type VDC

A reservation type VDC is used for a dedicated service offering where the tenant obtains its own compute resources (vSphere cluster). The tenant can set reservations, limits, and shares at the VM level and manage resource oversubscription.

The maximum size of the VDC is the useable cluster capacity (after taking out HA N+1 and hypervisor overheads) lowered by necessary resource for edge gateway deployment.

The edge gateways might be deployed into provider VDC secondary resource pools, which is useful in NSX Edge cluster scenarios (see Section 6.3.2.3, Design Option 2b – Combined Edge/Compute Cluster with Non-Elastic VDC). In this scenario, the cluster for edge gateways can be shared among many different provider VDCs by dividing it into manually created resource pools.

In the following figure, the primary resource pool of each provider VDC is a dedicated cluster, which can be as small as two hosts. The NSX Edge cluster contains multiple small resource pools, which are added to each Reservation Org VDC as secondary resource pools.

This design allows use of highly available NSX Edge instances (active/passive) when a tenant wants to buy only two host clusters and pay software licensing (for example, database software) for one host with the second used only for failover. The vSphere HA admission control is then set to the dedicated failover host.
VMware does not recommend using a reservation type VDC in a shared cluster. The tenant can create an arbitrarily large VM because its physical compute resources are limited by the Org VDC resource pool and not by allocated VDC resources. (For example, inside an Org VDC allocated with 100 GB RAM, it is possible to power on a VM with 200 GB RAM.) If the VM memory is larger than the resource pool limit, the ESXi host running the VM will most likely result in swapping the memory it cannot physically provide. The swapping can create extensive load on the host and its storage, and possibly have a negative impact on other tenant workloads.
7.4 Networks

To support multi-tenancy, vCloud Director integrates with vCloud Network and Security or NSX Manager to manage the creation of isolated Layer 2 networks. All networks created from vCloud Director are backed by vSphere port groups. Access between cloud networks is governed by the NSX Edge virtual routers.

7.4.1 Network Pools

A network pool contains network definitions used to instantiate organization VDC and vApp networks. Networks created must be isolated at Layer 2 from all other networks.

A VXLAN network pool is created automatically when the provider VDC is created, if the VXLAN fabric is prepared in the NSX Manager governing the provider VDC vCenter.

A VXLAN network pool can span multiple distributed switches if they are managed by one vCenter Server. The VXLAN transport zone (scope) is configured in NSX Manager by vCloud Director automatically when the provider VDC is created or reconfigured with additional vSphere resource pools (clusters). The VXLAN transport zone always defaults to multicast control plane mode.

Legacy VLAN-based, port group-based, and vCloud Director Network Isolation (VCDNI) based network pools should not be used in large service provider use cases because they have limited scale.

7.4.2 External Networks

An external network in vCloud Director is a network providing external connectivity to organizations. Each external network is backed by a VLAN or VXLAN based port group on a virtual switch with uplinks to outside networks. This port group must be pre-provisioned before the external network can be created.

Note the following:

- In vCloud Director 5.6 and earlier, where a port group of manually created VXLAN logical switch is used as an external network, the port group must be renamed so it does not start with the “vxw” string. If it starts with that string, it is not visible in vCloud Director.
- Allow Overlapping External Networks must be enabled in vCloud Director settings to provision multiple VXLAN based external networks, as they will share the same transport VLAN.
- If the logical switch spans multiple vSphere Distributed Switch instances, it will be backed by multiple port groups. The correct port group must be selected based on the needs (for example, compute cluster vSphere Distributed Switch port group).

External networks are used to provide Internet access, dedicated access to a direct connect type service, or access to shared services (syslog, OS licensing, patching).

7.4.3 Organization VDC Networks

Organization VDC networks provide an organization with a private network where vApps can be connected. Directly connected Org VDC networks are created by vCloud system administrators and are directly connected to an external network. Routed or isolated Org VDC networks are instantiated through network pools by organization administrators. Org VDC networks can optionally be shared among other Org VDCs in the same organization.

7.4.4 vApp Networks

vApp networks are networks that connect virtual machines within a vApp. These networks cannot span beyond a single vApp. The connectivity options include:

- Isolated
- Connected to the Org VDC network (direct or routed)
End users choose whether to place their vApp behind a vApp network. The majority of vApps connect to organization VDC networks. If the end user chooses to fence a vApp, a vApp network is created automatically when the vApp is deployed.

### 7.4.5 vCloud Director Edges

vCloud Director deploys edge VMs to provide Organization VDC or vApp network connectivity. The actual deployment is done through vCloud Networking and Security or NSX Manager, but it is vCloud Director that makes the decision about placement and configuration of the edges. The vCloud Director edge gateway provides connectivity between one or more vCloud Director external networks and one or more Organization VDC networks. It is deployed inside the provider VDC in a special System VDC resource pool on a datastore belonging to the Org VDC default storage policy. The vCloud Director placement engine selects the most appropriate cluster where the edge gateway VM will be deployed based on which clusters belong to the provider VDC, their available capacity, and most importantly, their access to the appropriate storage and external networks.

Each edge gateway can have up to 10 network interfaces that can be external or internal. Organization administrators have the ability to configure network services, such as firewall, NAT, DHCP, VPN, static routing, and load balancing, on the edge gateways.

Edge gateways can be in three sizes (compact, full and 4-full) and optionally in high availability (application active/passive) mode. If the load balancer edge gateway feature is used, VMware recommends using a Full or Full-4 configuration.

**Table 10. Edge Gateway Sizes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edge Gateway Size</th>
<th>Resource Consumption</th>
<th>Recommended Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compact</td>
<td>256 MB RAM, 300 MB disk spaces, 1 vCPU</td>
<td>Standard use case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>1 GB RAM, 448 MB disk spaces, 2 vCPU</td>
<td>Load balancing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-4</td>
<td>4 GB RAM, 448 MB disk spaces, 4 vCPU</td>
<td>Load balancing and high throughput</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 11. Edge Gateway Performance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edge Gateway Size</th>
<th>Throughput</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compact Edge Gateway</td>
<td>3 Gb/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Edge Gateway</td>
<td>9.7 Gb/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

External IP addresses are sub-allocated by the vCloud system administrator on the Internet networks. These addresses are used by organization administrators to configure NAT for internal VMs to allow access to and from the Internet.

vApp edges provide connectivity between an organization VDC network and a vApp network. They always have only one external and one internal interface. They are also deployed by vCloud Director to the provider VDC System VDC resource pool and exist only when the vApp is in deployed mode (powered on).
One arm edges are deployed on isolated Org VDC networks and optionally on vApp networks to provide DHCP service.

### 7.4.6 Service Network Use Case Example

The following figure shows how shared services (patch repository, license management servers, and logging) can be provided securely to tenants. An external vCloud Director network is provisioned for the service network with two subnets assigned to it. One subnet is used for edge gateways to send their logs to an external syslog, and the other is used for IP address suballocation to each customer edge gateway with preconfigured source NAT rules.

**Figure 23. Service Network**

To provide access to the shared services and send the logs to syslog:

1. **Configure the external syslog for edge gateways in vCloud Director under Administration > System Settings > General** (IP b.b.b.1).
2. **Sub allocate an IP address to the tenant from the external network—services subnet A.**
3. **Pre-create an edge gateway SNAT rule for this IP address applied on the logging network to reach services in the admin org (SNAT 0.0.0.0/0 > a.a.a.n).**
4. **Create DNAT rules on the admin edge gateway to reach the internal service VMs (DNAT a.a.a.4 > x.x.x.x, DNAT a.a.a.5 > y.y.y.y).**

Tenants can now consume shared services (licensing, patching) on IP addresses a.a.a.4 and a.a.a.5 while Syslog receives only logs from Edge Gateways.
7.5 Storage

7.5.1 Snapshots
Tenants can create one snapshot of a vApp or individual VM including its running state (memory). The following are snapshot design considerations:

- Org VDC requires enough free storage capacity for the maximum size of the snapshot, which is equal to the total size of provisioned disks and memory (if a snapshot of memory is chosen as well).
- Taking a snapshot has disk I/O performance impact. In time the size of snapshot grows, which must be accounted for capacity management. It is also disables network reconfiguration options on VM.
- It is possible to remove ‘Create, Remove and Revert a Snapshot’ from tenant roles.

7.5.2 Fast Provisioning
Fast provisioning saves time by using linked clones for virtual machine provisioning operations.
A linked clone is a duplicate of a virtual machine that uses the same base disk as the original, with a chain of delta disks to keep track of the differences between the original and the clone. If fast provisioning is disabled, all provisioning operations result in full clones.

It is possible to offload creation of linked clones during fast provisioning copy or clone operations to the storage array:

- Only NFS arrays are supported.
- NAS Agent must be installed on each ESXi host in the resource group.
- vSphere Storage APIs – Array Integration (VAAI) must be enabled on the storage array. The array might need additional licensing for creation of fast clones.
- VAAI must be enabled in vCloud Director on each datastore or datastore cluster.

The following are fast provisioning design considerations:

- A linked clone cannot exist on a different datastore than the original virtual machine. vCloud Director creates shadow virtual machines to support linked clone creation across vCenter Servers and datastores for virtual machines associated with a vApp template. A shadow virtual machine is an exact copy of the original virtual machine created on the datastore where the linked clone is created. You can view a list of shadow virtual machines associated with a template virtual machine.

- Automatic pre-creation of shadow VMs to different storage policies or to different vCenter Server environments can be configured by adding the following row into the vCloud Director database config table: valc.catalog.fastProvisioning=true. This setting applies to all catalog VMs in all organizations, which means it could have large storage capacity overhead. The pre-creation is performed when the VM is inserted into a catalog and after a day is re-checked if the datastore status has changed.

- When a maximum chain length (full clone > linked clone > linked clone > ...) is reached, the next clone results in a full clone. The default vSphere linked clone chain length is 30. The default VAAI chain length is 256. If storage arrays support VAAI offloaded fast clone operations with a shorter chain length, the VAAI chain length must be adjusted in the vCloud Director database in the config table, row VirtualMachine.AllowedMaxVAAIChainLength.

  **Note** The number of clones from the same full clone is not limited (the chain length is only 2).

- When the yellow threshold is reached on a particular datastore, fast provisioned clones are no longer created. Instead, a full clone is provisioned to another datastore.
- Manual (vSphere triggered) use of Storage vMotion of a linked clone will create a full clone.
• VAAI fast provisioning leverages VAAI native snapshots. Storage vMotion cannot be used on a virtual machine with native snapshot. Any relocations to different storage must be done from within vCloud Director with the VM in powered-off state.

• While creation of a vSphere linked clone is very fast, its I/O performance depends on the chain length. Writes go into a delta file, which is misaligned at the storage level and can create backend I/O overhead. Reads might traverse the entire chain to find the correct block and multiply needed I/O on the backend.

• Storage DRS supports vSphere linked clones both for placement and balancing. Only placement works with VAAI fast provisioning.

• Disks of fast provisioned VMs cannot be resized. If needed, the tenant can add fast provisioned VMs to its catalog and deploy them back. The Add vApp from Catalog action allows disk resizing.

• The vCloud system administrator can create a full clone from a fast provisioned VM with the Consolidate action.

7.5.3 Datastore Thresholds
There are two thresholds at the datastore or datastore cluster level:

• Red – No more provisioning operations on datastore / datastore cluster

• Yellow – No more fast provisioning operations on datastore / datastore cluster

Because fast and thin provisioned VMs and their snapshots can grow, there should be enough reserve to prevent an out-of-space condition on the datastore;

7.6 Catalogs
Catalogs are the primary deployment mechanism in vCloud Director, serving as centralized repository for vApp templates and ISO media. Users self-provision vApps from vApp templates located in internal catalogs or global shared catalogs.

The following are catalog design considerations:

• Catalogs can be shared, published and subscribed. These rights are controlled with organization granularity.

• Catalogs can be shared to all or a subset of organizations. Sharing with a subset of organizations can only be performed by the vCloud system administrator because this is the only role with access to the list of organizations.

• Catalog publishing can be used for staging identical global shared catalogs among provider VDCs (vSphere instances) or vCloud Director instances (availability zones and regions).

• The catalog publish-subscribe mechanism uses vCloud Director cells’ transfer share storage. Early catalog export keeps a pre-exported catalog copy on the transfer share of the source vCloud Director instance. This improves synchronization speed.

• The catalog synchronization schedule can be set (start/stop time and interval).

• Catalogs support versioning.

• A catalog can be deployed to a particular storage policy.
7.7 vApps

7.7.1 Overview

A vApp is a container for a software solution and is the standard unit of deployment in vCloud Director. It has power-on operations, consists of one or more virtual machines, virtual networks, and metadata, and can be imported or exported as an OVF package.

When a vApp is started, it deploys virtual networks and virtual machines and consumes organization virtual data center reservations. A partially powered-on vApp is a vApp state where one or more VMs within the vApp have been powered down, but networks and reservations are still consumed. A vApp in Stopped state releases all but storage resources.

7.7.2 vApp Deployment

Standardized vApp templates for common guest operating systems are usually provided by the service provider in a global share catalog. The tenants have an option to create their own vApps or import them through vCloud Connector or OVF import.

The following are vApp deployment design considerations:

- When creating a VM within a vApp, the correct operating system should be selected in the VM properties. An incorrectly specified operating system will have an impact on the presented virtual hardware.
- VMware Tools™ should be installed to take advantage of guest operating system shutdown action and guest customization scripts (IP assignment, and so on).
- VM configuration limits can be enforced upon deployment via blocking task (see the VMware Knowledge Base article CPU and Memory Limit enforcement for vCloud Director⁹).
- vApp state (memory) can be saved in the catalog. vApp with a state (in Suspended state) can be moved between Org VDCs. However, the state does not persist in the case where OVF import x export is leveraged. (This is also valid for Org VDC migrations between vSphere instances.) vCloud Director does not guarantee compute compatibility (for example, migration between an Org VDC running on an Intel platform and an AMD platform).
- Only SCSI disks can be resized. No guest partition extension is performed. Disks cannot be shrunk. Resizing a disk during deployment from the catalog in a fast provisioning-enabled Org VDC will result in a full clone with much slower deployment time.
- Not all OVF extra configuration (see the Configuring a Whitelist for VM advanced settings in vCloud Director article)¹⁰ is supported by vCloud Director.

7.7.3 Guest Customization

vCloud Director supports customizing virtual machine guest OS during deployment or a network configuration change. The following actions are supported:

- Changing computer name
- Changing root/administrator password

---

⁹ https://communities.vmware.com/docs/DOC-21694
¹⁰ http://www.virtuallyghetto.com/2014/05/configuring-a-whitelist-for-vm-advanced-settings-in-vcloud-director.html
• Joining domain (Windows only)
• Changing SID (Windows only)
• Changing network settings
• Running a customization script

The following are guest customization design guidelines:
• Guest customization can be enable and disabled at the VM level.
• VM Tools must be installed in order to run guest customization.
• Full guest customization is run upon deployment of a VM from a catalog or when explicitly run by the Power On and Force Recustomization task.
• When network settings change (a new NIC is added to a VM, or an IP address assignment is changed), partial guest customization is performed upon next power on, changing only network settings.
• vCloud Director does not support IPv6 for network IP address assignment.
• Guest customization of older Windows OS (for example, 2003, XP, and so on) requires sysprep files to be properly installed on each vCloud Director cell.
8. Scalability

Achieving economies of scale means scaling vCloud resources in a consistent and predictable manner. The separation of management and customer workload components enables the use of the building block scaling approach.

8.1 Resource Group

The resource group clusters are running tenant workloads. A scale-up approach (increase the compute capacity of the ESXi hosts) is typically feasible only at the end of the life of the hardware components when the ESXi hosts are replaced with newer, more powerful hardware. The hardware in vSphere clusters belonging to the same provider VDC should be identical and not mixed to provide a consistent experience for the customer and for vSphere DRS efficiency. VMware recommends a horizontal scale-out approach. vCloud Director can scale its resources inside a cluster, inside a vCenter boundary, or outside vCenter boundaries.

8.1.1 Provider VDC Scalability

Customer workloads are running in organization VDCs which are provisioned inside a provider VDCs. Provider VDCs are mapped to vSphere resource pools or to clusters. One provider VDC can be mapped to multiple resource pools / clusters and create an elastic VDC, with the exception of the reservation type of Org VDCs. When a customer outgrows its organization VDCs and requires its extension, the request can be granted only if there is available capacity inside the provider VDCs. If there is no capacity available, a new organization VDC is carved up from another provider VDC and must be provisioned. This can make the customer VM deployment more difficult because the customer has to manage the capacity of multiple organization VDCs.

8.1.2 Cluster Scalability

The current vSphere (HA/DRS) cluster limit is 32 ESXi hosts for vSphere 5.5 and 64 for vSphere 6. Scalability of additional components (storage LUNs, network ports, and so on) might impact cluster sizes. The minimum cluster size is 2 ESXi hosts (with N+1 redundancy). Depending on the procurement cycle for new hardware, a number of standby ESXi hosts might be kept ready to add to any given cluster.

8.1.3 Scalability Within vCenter

Although a vCloud Director VXLAN-backed isolated or routed network can span multiple distributed virtual switches, directly-connected organization VDC networks, which are associated with an external network (that is coupled with a distributed switch port group), cannot. Live migration of VMs in the same provider VDC between different clusters is possible only if they share a common distributed virtual switch.

8.1.4 Scalability Across vCenter Server Systems

vCloud Director can manage up to 20 vCenter Server systems. It is possible to horizontally scale the resource group by adding additional vSphere environments. However, other systems or resource limits might impact the maximum scale.

Note Deployments from catalogs or moving/cloning vApps across vCenter systems results in a different copy process than within vCenter. The copy process within vCenter is handled by ESXi hosts directly through a storage network or network file copy protocol. The copy process across vCenter systems results in an OVF export that is staged and copied through the vCloud Director cell transfer storage. This process is much slower with a higher impact on the infrastructure (network bandwidth, vCloud Director cell compute, and transfer storage).
8.1.5 Storage
Datastores are assigned to vCloud Director provider VDCs through vSphere storage policies. It is easy to scale storage by adding new datastores to a storage policy in the clusters backing up provider VDCs. The maximum number of vCloud Director managed datastores is 500.

8.1.6 Networking
The supported maximum for number of external networks is 750. This number might impact the number of customers that can be onboarded for direct connect and Layer 2 bridging use cases (see Section 6.3.6, Other Network Services).

8.2 Management Cluster
All vCloud Director management components should be placed within their own ESXi clusters managed by their own vCenter Server. They can scale independently of resource group vCenter Server systems.

8.2.1 vCloud Director Database
There is always only one instance of the vCloud Director database per vCloud Director. Its utilization, size, and storage I/O requirements should be monitored and more resources should be provisioned with the vCloud Director growth. Microsoft SQL clustering (or Oracle RAC) is supported.

8.2.2 vCloud Director Cells
There can be multiple vCloud Director cells for load balancing and high availability. The supported maximum is 10 cells. The recommended minimum is 2 or N+1, where N is the number of resource group vCenter Server systems. If VMware Remote Console™ or OVF transfers are used extensively by the vCloud Director users, this can impact the vCloud Director cell utilization so that deployment of new instances should be considered. In the case of a large number of vCenter Server systems with a small number of VMs, the following formula can be used:

Number of cell instances = \( \frac{n}{3000} + 1 \), where \( n \) is the number of expected powered on VMs

8.2.3 NSX Manager
There is always one-to-one relationship between the resource group vCenter Server and NSX Manager. Adding a resource group vCenter Server results in deployment of a new NSX Manager virtual appliance. The virtual resources of the NSX appliance (CPU and memory) can be increased, especially in environments with large churn of edge gateways.

8.2.4 vCenter Chargeback
One vCenter Chargeback Manager instance can be connected with up to 10 vCenter Server systems. One vCenter Chargeback instance can consist of multiple load-balanced vCenter Chargeback servers and multiple data collectors (active/passive). The vCenter Chargeback database stores all of the usage data, and the same considerations apply as for the vCloud Director database.

8.2.5 vCloud Usage Meter
Similar to vCenter Chargeback, VMware vCloud Usage Meter can connect up to 10 different vCenter Servers. It can meter data from up to 10,000 VMs. The vCloud Director soft limit is 20,000 VMs. Therefore, a deployment of additional vCloud Usage meter instances might be needed if the VM limit is approached.
8.3 vCloud Director Federation

While single instance of vCloud Director scalability limits can be sufficient for small service providers, VMware recommends a federation of multiple vCloud Director instances (described in Section 3.1.3, IaaS Multiple Regions) for larger service providers, particularly because of the separation of logical failure domains.
9. **Recoverability**

9.1.1 **Overview**

Business continuity and disaster recovery is a critical component of any cloud implementation. VMware vCloud Director introduces new challenges because of the additional layer of abstraction and the associated vCloud Director metadata. While management components can be protected with a standard mechanism (VMware Site Recovery Manager or third-party VMware compatible backup solution), coordination between backup vendor software, vCenter Server, and vCloud Director is required to complete the restoration of vCloud Director managed objects. This involves integration using the vSphere API, vCloud API, and VMware vSphere Storage APIs - Data Protection (VADP).

9.1.2 **Management Cluster**

For vCloud management, traditional methods can be used to back up physical and virtual machines. The following table lists the backup options for various components.

**Table 12. Backup of Management Components**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vCloud Director cells</td>
<td>Image level backup of (stateless) vCloud Director cell. Protection of sensitive files <em>(global.properties and responses.properties located in $VCLOUD_HOME/etc/ directory)</em> and certificates. Database backups of the vCloud Director database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSX Manager</td>
<td>Backup of NSX configuration and database to an FTP or SFTP site using the built-in user interface option in NSX Manager.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vCenter Chargeback</td>
<td>Image level backup of vCenter Chargeback servers. Database backups of the vCenter Chargeback database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vCenter Servers</td>
<td>Image level backups of vCenter Server systems. Database backups of vCenter Server databases including Inventory Service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Databases</td>
<td>Database backup best practices from the database vendor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESXi hosts</td>
<td>vCenter Host Profiles.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note** Restoration of all components should be made to the same point in time to protect from inconsistencies that must be resolved manually.

9.1.3 **Tenant Workloads**

The provider can offer backup as a service for the tenant workloads. Third-party vCloud Director compatible backup solutions should be leveraged to properly back up virtual machines and related vCloud Director metadata. This service is exposed through a third-party portal or vCloud API extensions.
10. Security

10.1.1 Guidelines
Best practices for security include the following tasks:

- Identify and disable unnecessary functionality and software.
- Identify interfaces that are not needed or wanted (VMCI).
- Remove all unnecessary accounts.
- Disable unnecessary network services.
- Audit list of open ports and uses.
- Harden virtual machines.

10.1.2 Key Management and Encryption
vCloud Director requires HTTPS encryption for all server-to-client communication. Port 80 is open, but will only redirect the connection to the secured connection port. The vCloud Director user interface is secured by SSL over HTTPS (port 443/TCP). The certificate is installed during configuration of vCloud Director and encrypted to file that is located at $VCLOUD_HOME/etc/certificates. This file is protected by the system.info value in the global.properties file that is located at $VCLOUD_HOME/etc.

The console-proxy connection is also secured by SSL on port 443/TCP. During the initiation of the connection, a key is passed to the browser to authenticate the console session to the console-proxy. This key has an expiration on it to help mitigate a replay attack.

The SSL certificates should be created with a key length of at least 2048 bits. The key-store file used to configure the certificates should be protected by a complex password and then removed from the vCloud Director cells after the configuration is completed.

vCloud Director database communication is sent in plain text over the wire. Thus, access to the network should be restricted.

When using integrated LDAP authentication, the communication with LDAP server should use encrypted secure LDAP (LDAPS) otherwise user credentials can be snooped because they are transmitted in plain text.

Communication from vCloud Director cells to vCenter Single Sign-On (PSC), vCenter Server and NSX Manager is encrypted. Furthermore, it is possible to enhance the security by uploading certificates of each component through the JCEKS KeyStore file.

10.1.3 vCloud Configuration Sensitive Files
vCloud Director installations will contain security-sensitive data in the following location: $VCLOUD_HOME/*.properties.

The global.properties file contains a hashed copy of the database password for vCloud Director, as well as a randomly created string that is used to decrypt certain configuration information held within the database and the certificates file.

The certificates file contains the private and public keys of the SSL certificates for the HTTP and console proxy services in an encrypted format.

10.1.4 Web Application Firewall
vCloud Director Administration Web URL and REST API URL can be filtered from the Internet at the load balancer level to allow administration only from internal networks and to disable any external attacks.
10.1.4.1. Web Portal

Tenants access the Web user interface with the following URL: https://<vcloud_domain>/cloud/org/<company_name> where <company_name> is the short name of the organization.

vCloud Director administrators use the following URL: https://<vcloud_domain>/cloud/.

Table 13. Web Application Firewall Allowed Web Portal URLs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allowed URLs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/cloud/transfer/.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/cloud/org/.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/cloud/vmrc/.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/transfer/.*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10.1.5 vCloud API

The VMware vCloud API provides support for developers who are building interactive clients of vCloud Director using a RESTful application development style. vCloud API clients and vCloud Director servers communicate over HTTPS, exchanging representations of vCloud objects. Among some VMware vCloud ecosystem applications that leverage vCloud API are vRealize Orchestrator (with vCloud Director plug-in), VMware vSphere PowerCLI™, vCenter Chargeback (vCloud Director Data Collector), vCloud Connector, vRealize Automation, and vRealize Operations Manager (with vCloud Management Pack).

Currently there are multiple versions of vCloud API starting with 0.9 up to 9.0 (as of vCloud Director version 8.0). Supported vCloud API versions can be retrieved at https://<vcloud_domain>/api/versions.

Only a limited set of APIs should be exposed to the Internet. Tenant API calls should be accessible because they are related to the user and organization administrator operations (user scope) and required by ecosystem applications that leverage vCloud APIs. Additional API calls related to the provider operations should be exposed only to vCloud administrators (provider scope). The separation between the user and provider scope can be made based on source IP addresses. Access from the Internet will allow only the user scope APIs, while access from a defined group of service provider addresses will allow the provider scope APIs.

The Web application firewall (WAF) must be used to filter the URL access based on the scope. It terminates the client SSL session, examines the content, and based on filter rules, allows or rejects the session. If allowed, another load balanced SSL session is created between the WAF and a vCloud Director cell.

**Note** All API calls except /api/versions and /api/sessions must be authenticated and access control is applied based on the account privileges.

10.2 Audit Logging

vCloud Director stores an activity log in the vCloud Director database. The last 30 days of relevant activity log data is available to tenants.

Use external syslog servers to redirect relevant logs for audit and troubleshooting purposes. vRealize Log Insight can be used because it is a scalable enterprise grade solution that can collect log data through traditional syslog protocols or through agents both from Linux and Windows systems. It provides built in
dashboards for quick analytics of collected data for vSphere, vCloud Director, VMware NSX, SQL and other solutions.

Edge gateway logs can be collected either by a provider to a central syslog server (accessible through a vCloud Director external network (see Section 7.4.5, vCloud Director Edges) or to a tenant syslog server (available through vCloud API from version 5.9):

POST /admin/edgeGateway/{id}/action/configureSyslogServerSettings.

10.2.1 Log Locations

Log locations include:

- vCloud Director cells
- vCenter Chargeback Manager

10.2.1.1. vCloud Director Cells

The following table lists vCloud Director Cells log types and locations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log Type</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Collection Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vCloud Director Info</td>
<td>%VCLLOUD%/logs/*</td>
<td>Periodical retrieval (most logs rotate with .1, .2 extensions) -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Debug Logs</td>
<td></td>
<td>%VCLLOUD%/logs/vcloudcontainer-debug.log and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>%VCLLOUD%/logs/vcloud-container-info.log. While not for general use, these logs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>can be redirected to syslog by modification of %VCLLOUD%/etc/log4j.properties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vCloud Director</td>
<td>Sent through syslog</td>
<td>Set syslog targets in:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sysloggable Events</td>
<td></td>
<td>%VCLLOUD%/etc/global.properties and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vCloud Director</td>
<td>Standard Linux log locations:</td>
<td>Syslog targets through syslog.conf or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Logs</td>
<td>/var/log/messages</td>
<td>agent retrieval.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/var/log/secure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API Web Access Logs</td>
<td>%VCLLOUD%/logs/*.request.log by date</td>
<td>Periodical retrieval (logs organized by date, for example, 2015_07_09.request.log).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Logs related to a customer can be identified using their organization id. Part of a vCloud Director log entry contains:

currentContext.login.org.id=###

For example:

Jul 05 11:53:56 Event [id=1e523973-0620-4dc3-8ffcc-865c0d4c61c1, timestamp=1341442436853, type=com/vmware/vcloud/event/task/complete, properties={
  currentContext.org.name=ACME,
  currentContext.user.id=acmeadmin(com.vmware.vcloud.entity.user:3ec7999f-d732-436c-bfd4-4919228c5146),
  entity.type=com.vmware.vcloud.entity.task,
  currentContext.login.user.id=com.vmware.vcloud.entity.user:3ec7999f-d732-436c-bfd4-4919228c5146,
  currentContext.user.name=acmeadmin,
  currentContext.login.member.id=acmeadmin(com.vmware.vcloud.entity.user:0c9ec4a6-351d-40da-94a8-0209b73393cd),
  currentContext.login.org.id=com.vmware.vcloud.entity.org:3c8970fb-3b5b-482a-8056-b229744ad6f8),
  task.ownerId=659e986c-21d5-49ed-b718-8a8d38e99811,
  currentContext.success=true,
  currentContext.login.org.id=com.vmware.vcloud.entity.org:3c8970fb-3b5b-482a-8056-b229744ad6f8,
  task.ownerType=com.vmware.vcloud.entity.vapp,
  currentContext.user.clientIpAddress=,
  task.name=VAPP_DEPLOY,
  entity.name=VAPP_DEPLOY,
  entity.id=VAPP_DEPLOY(com.vmware.vcloud.entity.task:f74b4e85-2608-4af6-b710-30d62464a16f),
  currentContext.cell.uuid=5252de5b-0a3c-4e75-822f-cbd9604b18f0,
  currentContext.user.proxyAddress=,
}

10.2.1.2. vCenter Chargeback Manager

The following table lists vCenter Chargeback Manager log types and locations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log Type</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Collection Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windows System</td>
<td>Windows security log</td>
<td>Remote syslog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chargeback App</td>
<td>%ProgramFiles\VMware\VMware vCenter Chargeback\apache-tomcat\logs</td>
<td>Archived to central file share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chargeback LB</td>
<td>%ProgramFiles\VMware\VMware vCenter Chargeback\Apache2.2\logs</td>
<td>Archived to central file share</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
#### Log Type | Location | Collection Method
--- | --- | ---
Data collector | %ProgramFiles%\VMware\VMware vCenter Chargeback\DataCollector-Embedded\logs | Archived to central file share, archive process stores logs on daily bases

#### vCloud standalone data collector
%ProgramFiles%\VMware\VMware vCenter Chargeback – VMware Cloud Director DataCollector\logs | Archived to central file share, archive process stores logs on daily bases

#### Installer
%ProgramFiles%\VMware\VMware vCenter Chargeback\DataCollector-Embedded\logs | Archived to central file share, archive process stores logs on daily bases

---

### 10.2.1.3. Edge Gateways

The IP addresses of syslog servers for edge gateways are made centrally through vCloud Director and a the same for all edges (edge gateways or edges on vApp networks). In vCloud Director 8.0, the tenant can configure its own syslog server on its edge gateway through the vCloud API.

#### Table 16. Edge Gateway Logs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log Type</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Collection Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vSE Rule Events. These are interactions with firewall rules with the Log check box selected.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Remote syslog</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An edge gateway log has the following format:

```
<Date-Time> <Edge-ID> <program/daemon-Name>['[''PID'']'][[''Tenant/Organization-ID'']]: [EdgeService/Action-Identifier] <Message>
```

For example:

```
Nov 26 12:29:42 vse-d61f13c3-b56e-42b7-9de3-f55e07f5a19a-0 firewall[]: [3c8970fb-3b5b-482a-8056-b229744ad6f8]: ACCEPT_1IN= OUT=vNic_0 SRC=10.0.2.71 DST=77.75.72.3 LEN=84 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=23042 SEQ=135 MARK=0x2
```

#### Table 17. Edge Gateway Log Format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date-Time</td>
<td>Date and Time in format: Month Day HH:MM:SS (example: Sep 5 10:50: 56).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge-ID</td>
<td>Unique Edge ID provided by NSX Manager (not vCloud Director).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Name</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program/Daemon-Name</td>
<td>Name of the daemon or program logging this message (example: dhcp, kernel, pluto, nginx).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PID</td>
<td>PID of the program logging this message. This is optional, especially for kernel/iptables related messages, PID is not logged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenant/Organization-ID</td>
<td>This is the organization identifier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EdgeService/Action-Identifier</td>
<td>This is optional. For some log messages (where daemon name does not specifies the EdgeService uniquely) – service identifier is prefixed to the log message (example: DNAT, SNAT, Firewall-policyapplied-to-rule=ACCEPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message</td>
<td>This is the actual log message.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The syslog server adds the IP address of the syslog sender which is the edge gateway logging network external interface.
11. Operational Considerations

11.1 vCloud Director Monitoring

vCloud Director monitoring is performed using custom queries to vCloud Director through the admin API to retrieve consumption data on various vCloud components.

vCloud Director Audit\(^1\) or similar PowerCLI based tools can be used. vRealize Operations together with the vCloud Director Management Pack can be used to provide performance and capacity usage dashboards both for provider or tenant contexts.

11.1.1 vCloud Services Monitoring

The state of the following services should be monitored with an enterprise monitoring solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 18. vCloud Director Cells Monitoring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk Space Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) [https://blogs.vmware.com/vsphere/2012/03/audit-reporting-with-vcloud-director.html](https://blogs.vmware.com/vsphere/2012/03/audit-reporting-with-vcloud-director.html)
Table 19. vCenter Chargeback Monitoring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Reason for Monitoring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process Down</td>
<td>Verify that the following processes are running:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• vCenter Chargeback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• vCenter Chargeback Load Balancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• vCenter Chargeback Data Collector-Embedded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Optionally, vCenter Chargeback Data Collector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Optionally, vCenter Chargeback – VMware Cloud Director Data Collector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• VMware vCenter Chargeback – vShield Manager Data Collector-Embedded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Optionally, vCenter Chargeback – vShield Manager Data Collector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk Space Used</td>
<td>Verify that no more than 90% of available space on any NTFS partition is used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Health</td>
<td>Verify that the following TCP ports are answering requests:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 8080 (http)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 8009 (load balancer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 443 (https)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11.1.2 vCloud Log Monitoring

By default each vCloud Director cell logs are located in $VCLOUD_HOME/logs. The configuration of loggers that produce some of the log files is stored in $VCLOUD_HOME/etc/log4j.properties file. It is possible to set up additional loggers in order to redirect logs to external logging solutions — the VMware Knowledge Base article Enabling Centralized Logging in VMware vCloud Director at http://kb.vmware.com/kb/2004564.

Table 20. vCloud Director Logs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cell.log</td>
<td>Console output from the vCloud Director cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vcloud-container-debug.log</td>
<td>Debug-level log messages from the cell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vcloud-container.info.log</td>
<td>Informational log messages from the cell. This log also shows warning on errors encountered by the cell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vcloud-console-debug.log</td>
<td>Debug-level log messages from the cell remote console proxy process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Each vCloud Director cell exposes a number of MBeans through Java Management Extension (JMX) to allow for operational management of the server and to provide access to internal statistics. Any JMX client can be used to access the vCloud Director JMX service (for example, JConsole). For more information about the exposed MBeans, see the VMware Knowledge Base article vCloud Director MBeans at http://kb.vmware.com/kb/1026065.

### 11.1.3 Time Synchronization

Time synchronization is important for the following scenarios:

- An event occurs that requires the reconstruction of other past events with respect to time.
- An event does not take place because it was dependent on other events that should have executed in a specific time sequence but did not due to lack of time synchronization or incorrect time.

The ability to reconstruct past events from related infrastructure components provides administrators the opportunity to analyze problems and implement effective corrective actions.

NTP synchronization to a common stratum layer source in the admin zone is configured for all ESXi hosts and vCloud components. For virtual machines, w32time should be used for Windows and NTP for Linux.

### 11.2 VMware vCloud Director Patching

Update management is a key factor in maintaining the health, performance, and security of the cloud infrastructure. Keeping an infrastructure updated can be a daunting task for IT administrators, who must frequently track patch levels and apply security fixes. However, the entire infrastructure is at risk if updates are not performed dependably and routinely.

#### 11.2.1 vCloud Director Cells

vCloud Director cells are patched manually by running executable file. Prior to the upgrade, the cell must be quiesced and put in maintenance mode with the cell management tool. If the update requires a database schema change, the script that updates the database must be performed only on one cell in vCloud Director installation and requires downtime of the entire vCloud Director environment.

#### 11.2.2 NSX Manager and Edges

NSX Manager is patched manually by uploading a patch file to the appliance.
Existing NSX Edge instances can be updated manually by resetting the Edge vApp network or redeploying the edge gateway in the vCloud Director UI. Upgrading NSX Edge version 5 to version 6 through NSX Manager is currently not supported (as of vCloud Director 8.0).

Upgrade of NSX Controllers and ESXi host vib components is done from within NSX management interface.